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How to Use this Manual
The workbook is organized into two separate parts to be as flexible and userfriendly as possible for you and your learners:
1. Foundations
2. Job Families

1. Foundations
Communicating with
Professionalism

Foundation Section

Communicating with
Professionalism

This is a review of the general, underlying Oral Communication skills required
by most Gaming occupations. Foundations is organized by topics. Topics
include, for example:
−− Communicating with Professionalism
−− Listening Effectively
−− Using Non-verbal Communication
−− Speaking with Clarity
−− Responding Effectively in Difficult Situations
−− Contributing to Meetings
Each Foundation section is organized as follows:
Title: E.g. Communicating with Professionalism

Introduction
Some jobs that need these skills
include:
Bank Senior Cashier
Bank Supervisor/Shift Manager
Banquet Supervisor/Shift Manager
Bartender
Beverage Server
Bingo Caller/Checker
Bingo Cashier
Bingo Supervisor
Bingo Volunteer Coordinator
Box Person (Craps)
Casino Bank Cashier/Clerk
Casino Gaming Technincian
Casino Host/Player Services
Representative
Chef
Cook
Countroom Cashier
Countroom Supervisor/Shift Manager
Dealer
Dining Room Cashier
Dining Room Supervisor/Shift Manager
Executive Host
Facility Supervisor/Shift Manager
Facility Technician
Food and Beverage Host
Guest Services Representative
Guest Services Supervisor/Shift Manager
Housekeeping Attendant
Housekeeping Supervisor/Shift Manager
Investigative Security Officer
Kitchen Helper
Maintenance Technician
Pit Manager/Pit Boss
Poker Manager
Promotions & Event Planner
Receiver
Retail Cashier
Retail Supervisor/Shift Manager
Security Officer
Security Supervisor/Shift Manager
Senior Clerk Typist
Server
Shuttle Bus Driver
Slot (Electronic Gaming) Floor
Supervisor/Shift Manager
Slot Attendant/Electronic Gaming
Attendant
Surveillance Supervisor/Shift Manager
Surveillance Technician
Switchboard Operator
Table Games Inspector
Table Games Supervisor/Shift Manager
Table Games Trainer
Technical Support Supervisor
Uniform Supervisor/Shift Manager
Uniform Technician
Valet Attendant
Warehouse Clerk
Warehouse Supervisor/Shift Manager

P

rofessionalism is a job-related attitude that is immediately noticeable in
your appearance, behaviour, communication, and relationship to others.
It is a skill that can be learned and one that should be practiced every day
on the job.

Communicating with professionalism means taking the time and making the
effort to:
− Speak clear, standard English (or other languages when appropriate)
− Be courteous and friendly with co-workers and guests
− Recognize different ways of communicating
− Practice manners appropriate to the gaming industry
In this section, you will develop skills in:
− Being professional in face-to-face communications
− Knowing and using telephone etiquette
− Communicating with guests with special needs

communicating with professionalism
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Skill 1: Be Professional in Face-to-Face
Communication

Excellent customer service is a top priority in the gaming industry. All employees
who work at gaming properties in Canada must use professionalism when
communicating, regardless of their job title. How can you show professionalism
when communicating? Consider some of the ideas listed below:
−
−
−
−
−

Greet guests in a friendly manner. Smile and say hello. Acknowledge
regulars and use their names if you know them.
Anticipate the needs of guests. By observing behavior and non-verbal
cues, you can offer services before guests even ask.
Avoid making assumptions. Try not to pre-judge a customer by how
they look or dress. All guests should be treated respectfully.
Use small talk appropriately. In the gaming industry, small talk is often
appropriate because it makes guests feel welcome.
Answer guests questions respectfully. Whether a guest is politely asking
a question, or exhibiting frustration, show patience and respect and help
them in a timely manner.

Read the scenarios below. They are examples of communicating with
professionalism.

Taking Time to Interact with Guests
A Restaurant Server named Beatrice has several tables. All the tables have now
received their food. She checks up on one table to see how they are enjoying
their food.

Teaching Tips:
−− Provides tips to help you conduct training on or tutor learners on the
skills in the section. Included in many but not all of the Foundations
sections.
Introduction:
−− Lists the skills to be covered in this section and the job families that
most commonly use these skills.
Skill 1: E.g. Be professional in face to face communication
−− Tell Me: Describes the skill, and how to use it.
−− Show Me: Shows how to use the skill, using examples.
−− Let Me Try: Provides exercises for the learner to practice the skills.
Skill 2: Etc.
Check My Answers:
−− Provides answers for all the Let Me Trys.

(Continued on the following page)
4 of 18
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2. Job Families
Job Family Section

Table Games
Table Games

The Job Family sections contain practice questions organized according to
specific Gaming/Casino job families. For example, learners who need to develop
skills for “dealing with angry guests” specific to Table Games will find relevant
Oral Communication problems in the “Casino Table Games” section. Assign
the Job Family sections according to the learner’s type of job.
If a learner has trouble performing the tasks in their Job Family section, they
may need to review the Oral Communication skills for that task found in the
Foundations section.
Each Job Family section is organized as follows:

Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
1.1

What kind of greetings and opening statements do people Table Game
employees in the gaming industry use to make guests feel welcome?

1.2

Mabel is a Dealer who has already checked the cards and opened the
tray. Guests are starting to make their way to the table. Mrs. Murrow,
a regular to the casino, is sitting at the poker table waiting for more
guests to arrive. What kind of small talk should Mabel initiate?

Title: E.g. Table Games
Introduction:
−− Describes the tasks covered and when they are commonly used.
Task 1: Eg. Build Rapport with Guests
−−
−−
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Table games

Task 2, 3, 4: Etc.

C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
Welcome to _____________. How are you today?
Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I help
you with today?

−−
−−
−−
1.2

Here are some suggestions for starting a conversation with a guest:
Mrs. Murrow, how are you today?
What’s new with you today, Mrs. Murrow?
It’s a cold day outside today isn’t it? It’s nice to be indoors.

−−
−−
−−
1.3
a)

Hans should be sure to face the guest and speak slowly so that
the guest can easily read his lips.

b)

Hans should ask if the guest would like someone to sign. If the
guest says “yes,” he should quickly make arrangements. Hans
should let the guest know that somebody is going to be there to
help. He should not leave the guest until help arrives. If necessary,
he should write a note explaining that help is coming.
If the guest says “no,” he should make sure that pen and paper
are handy in order to help with the communication process.

1.4

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.

Table games

Check My Answers:
−−

Special Features for Facilitators
The Foundation sections in this manual include two special features to help you
work with your learners.
1.

Something to Consider—These notes appear throughout the manual.
The Something to Consider feature presents suggestions for applying
concepts in the workplace. These notes also provide additional ideas
that can help you and learners think about the concepts from different
perspectives.

2.

Teaching Tips—These tips are found at the beginning of most
Foundations sections. Teaching Tips suggest techniques for teaching
the material and additional information to help you understand
concepts you maybe unfamiliar with. If you are a new facilitator or new
to teaching Oral Communication, you may find these tips especially
useful.

Case Studies. Situations where professionalism was either
displayed or not displayed could be discussed and analyzed.
This method can provide interesting conversation with profound
outcomes.

Teaching Tip 2
Telephone etiquette may seem like ‘common sense’ once it’s introduced, but
like any other behaviour, it needs to be learned. If it is standard practice in an
organization, new employees will likely model what they see. One of the best
ways to help participants prepare for a variety of different situations they may
encounter at work is to have them role play different scenarios.
Before the role play, have the participants talk about good and bad phone
experiences they’ve had when they have called an organization for information.
Brainstorm qualities of a helpful employee on the phone. Remind them that
employees are still the “face” of the company whenever they answer the phone
and that their telephone etiquette needs to reflect the organization’s attitude and
culture.

3

Provides answers for all the exercises in the section.
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−

2

Provides exercises for the learner to practice the skills needed for
completing this task.
These exercises are organized into levels of difficultly from Level 1
(easiest) to Level 3 (hardest). In many cases, Level 3 activities will
mostly apply to Supervisors, but not always.

Teaching Tip 3
Case studies will give participants the opportunity to explore the challenges and
opportunities to serve guests with special needs. Any of the Show Me’s or Let
Me Try’s could be expanded into case studies. As an example, Let Me Try 1.3
could be expanded into:
1.3

Glenda has worked in the casino for 12 years. She is committed to her
job and works very hard.

On one particular shift, Glenda saw a guest using a walker. She was
travelling from the gaming area to the restaurant through a large
open area. Glenda was very busy shining the banisters on the stair
case in the room. She only had another hour to get the job done
before she had to start vacuuming. As she was shining away, the lady
with the walker was working her way across the room. From time
to time, the lady would take breaks and sit down on the seat of her
walker. Finally, Glenda decided that it was more important to help
this lady than to make sure that the banisters were done on time.
She rushed out of the room and got a wheelchair as quickly as she
could. When she finally got back, she quickly offered the guest the
complimentary use of the wheelchair. The guest seemed to be flustered
and insulted. She quickly gave a terse, “no thank you,” and rushed off
as quickly as she could. Glenda was confused. She quickly returned
the wheelchair and returned to polishing the banisters.
Discussion questions:
− What went wrong in this situation?
− Why do you think that the guest became flustered and felt insulted?
− What could Glenda have done differently?
2 of 18
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Facilitator’s Guide
Planning Your Training
Having a plan before you begin any type of training is key to a successful
training event, whether that event is in a classroom with a trainer, one-on-one
on-the-job training or a self-study assignment trainees do on their own. Your
plan should answer questions such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Who are your learners, what do they need to learn and what do
they need to be able to do on the job as a result of the training?
What will your training be about?
What if anything, should learners know or have the ability to do
in order to participate successfully in the training?
How will you deliver the training (e.g. in a classroom to a group,
one on one, etc.)?
What strategies and activities will you use to deliver the
training?
How long will each part of the training take and in what order
should these parts occur?
What materials will you need to deliver the training?
When and where will the training happen?
How will you know if the training “worked”?

If you don’t already have a training plan format that you use or if you are new to
planning training, try the Training Plan Worksheet at the end of this section. The
worksheet will help you work through the questions above to get you started.
Following this worksheet, you will find a training plan template that you can
use to create the actual Training Plan Template can use during your training
session.

►►Training Strategies
Below are a few strategies that will help you help your learners. Most of these
strategies can be used both with groups of learners and individual learners.
1.

Some sections are more complex than others. For complex sections,
consider incorporating time for discussion and brainstorming with
your learners. You may also find that some of the more procedurebased skills can be covered more quickly.

HOW TO use this
FACILITATOR’S
GUIDE
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2.

Allowing learners to pursue faulty reasoning or an incorrect
interpretation of a question is a useful way to help learners develop
problem-solving skills. Wrong answers offer excellent opportunities
for self-analysis. However, this strategy can be time-consuming and
frustrating for less confident learners. If you do use this strategy, be
sure that you discuss where and why the mistake or weaknesses occur
and how improvements can be made.

3.

Adult learners are motivated to learn things that will help them
understand and do things in the real world better. Allow time for
learners to discuss how the topics relate to the real world and jobs
specifically. Ask questions about similar experiences they have had,
how they use the skills on the job already, how their new learning
could be used on the job and/or help them do their job better, and what
examples and strategies they can share with the group.

4.

Independent learners will pace themselves. If you are working with a
small group of learners or with individual learners, it may be helpful
to set some goals related to how much work they can do, what is a
reasonable timeframe for completing their training and strategies for
helping them to be successful.

5.

People need to use new concepts and skills as soon and as often as
possible to actually retain what they have learned and to transfer
their learning to the workplace. Encourage learners to plan short but
frequent reviews of the material. Most importantly, have learners set
specific goals and timeframes for using the skills on the job.

►►Improving Your Skills
If you are new to training or job coaching or are interested in improving your
training and facilitation skills, take a look at the three Ontario Lottery and
Gaming Corporation quick reference tools at the end of this section:
−− Trainer Skills Quick Reference
−− Facilitation Skills Quick Reference
−− Buddy Trainer Quick Reference
Use these tools if you are looking for pointers, ideas and reminders that will
help you strengthen your skills as a trainer in the classroom and on the job.

►►Using Other Resources
Use real-life workplace situations as teaching and learning opportunities as much
as possible. For example, try incorporating authentic work place materials like
forms, policies, and other practices used in the learners’ workplace. You might
also ask learners to come prepared with examples and questions from their jobs.
Learning is richer and more meaningful when learners can apply the material to
their workplace tasks.
4 of 9
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►►Estimating Time
The time required to cover the different sections will vary among learners based
on their background, general knowledge and skills, and learning styles. When
planning your training sessions, whether with individual or groups of learners,
determine your learners’ needs first. Then, you can plan for an appropriate
amount of time for reviewing and practising the skills they are working on.
Learners with a solid grasp of concepts may be able to work through problems
with minimal guidance and more quickly than learners who are new to the
concepts or have little job experience. Be sure to allow learners the time they
need to master and transfer the skills to their jobs confidently.
You may find the following time estimates helpful when scheduling training
sessions using r the Oral Communications manual. The actual time required to
complete these sections will vary depending on your learners’ skills, the training
situation and the size of your training group.

Communicating with Professionalism
Time estimate: 1 hour

Listening Effectively
Time estimate: 1 hour

Using Non-verbal Communication
Time estimate: 1-2 hours

Speaking with Clarity
Time estimate: 1 hour

Responding Effectively in Difficult Situations
Time estimate: 1-2 hour

Contributing to Meetings
Time estimate: 1 hour
Total estimated time needed to do a thorough review of the Foundation materials
is 6-8 hours. The breakdown of time is estimated assuming that classes will
meet for two hours, with most of the topics reviewed over one or two classes.

HOW TO use this
FACILITATOR’S
GUIDE
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Training Plan Worksheet
Step 1: Write the learning objectives.
1.

What do you expect employees to be able to do on the job as a result
of this training?

2.

What learning objectives should trainees focus on first, second, third,
etc.?

3.

What do learners need to know or be able to do in order to participate
in this training successfully?

Effective learning objectives:
−−

Identify the learner		
(e.g. new Dealers.)

−−

State what learners should
be able to demonstrate after
the training.

−−

State how learners will
demonstrate what you
expect them to be able to do.

6 of 9
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Step 2: Identify the planning details of your training session: 		
When, Who, and How
1.

How will you deliver the training? (For example, will it be in a
classroom with a group of learners, one on one between a trainee and
a trainer, or an assignment for trainees to do on their own and check in
with a trainer at specified points)

2.

What training methods, activities and questions will you use to ensure
trainees achieve each of your learning objectives? (Use the training
plan template following this worksheet to plan your training session in
more detail.)

3.

When will the training occur?

4.

Who will deliver the training?

5.

Where will the training be delivered?

6.

What materials will you need to deliver the training? (For example,
handouts for trainees, flip charts, laptop and projector, etc.)

HOW TO use this
FACILITATOR’S
GUIDE
manual: Oral Communication
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Step 3: Plan how you will evaluate your training.
How will you determine whether or not the training has been
effective? What tools can you use (For example: a survey, an on the
job demonstration, at test, etc.)?

Step 4: Identify and plan how you will follow-up with learners after
the training.
How will you determine whether or not trainees are applying their
learning on the job?

Step 5: Prepare the materials, equipment and training space.
What can you prepare before the training begins that will make the
session run smoothly for both you and the trainees?

8 of 9
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Start time

End time
Learning Objectives

Training Plan Template

HOW TO use this manual: Oral Communication
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Concepts, Skills and/or
Procedures to Cover

Training Methods
and Activities

Materials Required

Communication Skills
1. Words
 Easy to understand (no jargon)
 Active sentences
 Avoid “um”, “uh” and “ok”
2. Tone
 Change volume, speed & tempo
 Pause to breathe
 Put emphasis on key words
3. Body Language
 Maintain eye contact
 Smile & nod
 Gesture with your arms & hands
 Avoid distracting habits (e.g., pacing, change in pockets)

Top 10 Ways to Motivate Adults
1.
2.

Create a need. Ask: how will this information benefit you?
Develop a sense of personal responsibility. Ask: What do you what they want to achieve? What are
you willing to do to get there?
3. Create and maintain interest. Ask questions to keep engagement
4. Structure activities to apply content to real life
5. Give recognition, encouragement and approval
6. Get excited yourself. Show your genuine enthusiasm for the topic
7. Establish long-range objectives. Show the big picture and the benefits in the long run
8. Link personal values and motives to OLG’s values and objectives
9. Intensify interpersonal relationships – find commonalites
10. Give choices - Provide a variety of activities, questions and ideas

Tips on Flip Charts
In Advance
 Prepare flip charts the night before, if possible
 Create light pencil drawings for you to trace during the session
 Lightly pencil the next topic on the bottom of the page to remind you of what's coming
 Make your first page a title page or leave it blank
Colour
 Use flip chart markers. They don't bleed through the paper
 Write with dark colours and use accent colours (red, orange, yellow, pink, etc.) to highlight
 Use only 2-3 colours per page
 Alternate colours when listing
Lettering
 Follow the 7x7 rule: use no more than 7 words across and 7 lines to a sheet
 Ensure letters are at least 2-3" in height
 Leave plenty of white space
 Use printing, rather than handwriting

10 Tips To Prepare
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Think about your audience
Be certain of your objective
Review your Facilitator Guide and note interactive sections
Anticipate how you will handle distractions
Personalize your opening and closing
Memorize opening
Do a practice run with the technical equipment (Smartboard, infocus machine, laptop)
Set up classroom and materials the night before
Arrive at least 1 hr early, set up and double check everything, then relax half an hour before
PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE
May 2009

Facilitation Skills Quick Reference
To become a more effective facilitator, review the tips and techniques that can be applied to your sessions to enhance the overall learning experience.

Communication Skills
Communication skills can be broken down into
3 groups:

1.






Words

2.





Tone

3.





Body Language

Easy to understand (no jargon)
Active sentences
Picture words
Pronouns (especially “you”)
Avoid “um”, “uh” and “ok”

Change volume, speed & tempo
Strive for variety
Pause to breathe
Put emphasis on key words

Maintain eye contact
Smile & nod
Gesture with your arms & hands
Avoid distracting habits e.g. jingling change,
pacing back and forth
 Maintain a comfortable distance from the
learners

Remember When Interacting…




Ask and answer questions clearly.
Listen attentively.
Observe participants’ behaviour & act
accordingly.

Phrasing Questions
Here are a few ideas about phrasing questions:

Do

Don’t

Ask clear, concise questions
about one issue.

Ask rambling, vague
questions about many
issues.

Ask reasonable questions
based on what learners will
know.

Ask questions that are too
difficult or that learners won’t
be able to answer.

Ask challenging questions to
provoke thoughtful answers.

Ask questions which are too
easy and don’t let learners
think.

Ask honest, relevant
questions.

Ask “trick” questions
designed to fool learners.

10 Tips to Prepare
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Think about your audience.
Be certain of your objective.
Personalize your opening and closing.
Review your Facilitator’s Guide and note interactive
sections.
Check everything.
Set up classroom and materials the night before.
Do a practice run with the infocus machine and laptop.
Memorize your opening.
Arrive at least 1 hour early, set up and double check
everything, then relax half an hour before.

10. PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE!

Dealing with Stress
Don’t Take It
Personally

Make a conscious effort to
remember that participants are
not angry with you; they are likely
upset with the situation or an
unrelated incident.

Take a Walk

Remove yourself from the
situation. On your break or at
lunch take a short, brisk walk to
clear your head.

Use Creative
Visualization

Imagine standing under a
waterfall, as the water washes
over you, picture the water
washing your tension away. Or,
pretend that you are sitting on a
mountaintop, letting the breeze
blow away your stress. Use your
imagination to choose a
visualization that works for you!

Stretch

Try sitting up straight in your
chair, and do neck rolls and
shoulder shrugs. Neck and
shoulder exercises are
particularly useful for people that
spend long periods of time at a
computer.

Focus on
Breathing

Inhale for three counts, hold for
two counts and exhale for five
counts. Repeat several times.
Deep breathing is a simple, yet
effective method of relaxation.

Be Active

Exercise and other physical
activities can help you to release
stress, clear your mind, reduce
tension and increase energy.

Get a Good Night’s
Sleep
It is difficult to cope when you are
exhausted. Situations always
seem harder to deal with when
you are “running on empty”.

Have Fun!

Take the time to enjoy life and
pursue interests outside of work. It
may seem as though there is
never enough time, but you need
to take the time to recharge by
participating in an activity that you
enjoy or piques your interest.

Meditate

Meditation does not always have
to involve chanting or deep
reflection; you can begin with
deep, calm breathing and then
move on to clear your mind of
stressful thoughts. It can help you
to feel less anxious and more in
control.

Laugh

Laughter is a wonderful stress
reducer. Many studies have
shown that happier people live
longer, have less physical
problems and are more
productive.

Tips on Flip Charts
In Advance


Prepare your flip charts the night
before, if possible.



Create light pencil drawings for you
to trace during the session (the
audience will not see these lines).



Lightly pencil the next topic on the
bottom of the page to remind you
of what's coming.



Make your first page a title page or
leave it blank.

Colour


Use flip chart markers. They don't
bleed through the paper.



Write with dark colours and use
accent colours (red, orange,
yellow, pink, etc.) to highlight.



Use only 2-3 colours per page.



Alternate colours when listing.

Lettering


Follow the 7x7 rule: use no more
than 7 words across and 7 lines to
a sheet.

Benefits of Visual Aids
 Increase retention. With verbal instruction, retention is 10%. By adding
visuals, retention jumps to 50%.
Improve understanding.
Appeal to multiple senses.
Heighten interest.
Help learners focus on the key message.
Add to the variety of the learning experience.







Body Language
 Change your position. Move around the room.
 Use gestures. Hand, head, and body movements can support your points.
 Let silence work for you. Use it to encourage reflection. If you ask a question
wait 10 seconds for a response.
 Change tempo. With tone, volume, speed, fluctuate between loud and mellow,
fast and slow, happy and sad, matter-of-fact and personal, fluent and hesitant.

Responding to Difficult Questions


“I don’t know, but I will find out and get back to you.”



That’s a good question. It relates to an issue we will cover shortly.”



Reword the question to your benefit.



Ensure letters are at least 2-3" in
height.



“Does anyone else have that particular concern?” If no, offer to deal with the
question during the break.



Leave plenty of white space.



Ask for an example.



Use printing, rather than
handwriting.



Draw from the learners. “What advice do others have?”



If the questions are off topic, offer to record it and follow up.

Top 10 Ways to
Motivate Adults
1. Create a need.
2. Develop a sense of personal
responsibility.
3. Create and maintain their
interest.
4. Structure activities to apply
content to real life.
5. Give recognition,
encouragement and approval.
6. Get excited yourself.
7. Establish long-range objectives.
8. See the value of personal
motives.
9. Intensify interpersonal
relationships.
10. Give them a choice.

Buddy Trainer Quick Reference
Getting Started

Prepare for your first meeting.  Greet the Rookie with enthusiasm and introduce yourself. The Rookie might be a little nervous so try to put
them at ease. Tell them a little about yourself, your experience and why you think you were selected as a Buddy Trainer.
Goals for this meeting:
• Review the goals of the training and explain more about your role
• Introduce the 4-steps of the Buddy System  
• Introduce the ICM and P&P manual and explain their purpose in
the department   
• Introduce the checklists that will be used during training

• Answer any questions the rookie has before starting
• Review the Learning Map and pencil in dates for when each
module should be completed.
• Explain to the Rookie that should they feel uncomfortable with
any aspect of the training program they are welcome to speak to
you about it or with your Department Manager.

Pre-Shift Meetings
Before starting training each day, sit down with the
Rookie to review the goals for the day.  Plan 5 to 15
minutes depending on how much of
the training is completed.
These regular meetings are a
good time to discuss the Rookie’s
progress and answer any general
questions they may have.  If you have
major concerns with the progress of
the Rookie discuss them with your
Department Manager.
If the Rookie is going to work with
another team member to learn a
task, this is a good time to make the
introduction if necessary.
Remember these meetings are
confidential and are not to be shared
with anyone except the Department
Manager.

The Buddy Training System

See it.

Read it.

Introduce the task to the
Rookie and explain why it
is important to complete
the task.

Perform the task so the
Rookie can see it in action.
Ask the Rookie to follow
along using the P&P for
reference.
• Perform it slowly the
first time explaining
the importance of each
step.
• Perform it a second
time at regular speed
while explaining each
step.
• Perform it again if
required.

Do it.
Show it.

Do it.
Observe the Rookie as they
practice the task.
• Use the P&P and/or
checklists to make sure
they are completing the
task correctly.
• Provide feedback if they
are doing something
incorrect.
• Take notes while
observing.
• Answer questions as
required.
• Use your notes and
the P&P to provide
feedback to the Rookie.

Show it.
Observe the Rookie as they
demonstrate mastery of
the task.
• Use the P&P and/or
checklists to make sure
they are completing the
task correctly.
• Take notes while observing and provide a
rating (1-5) for the task.
• If 4 or 5, sign-off on
the task and start the
process again with a
new task.
• If  1 to 3, explain why
it was not satisfactory
and provide coaching
on how to improve.  
• Do not move on until
the task is mastered.

1 2 3 4
Read it.

Not All Tasks Are Observable
You may find that not all the information in the ICM and P&P is a task that you can demonstrate and have the Rookie
practice.  If the section you are reviewing is not observable, spend more time discussing the importance of the item and
how it relates to compliance. When the Rookie is ready, ask them to explain it back you focusing on the why it is important
and the compliance implications.

Post-Shift Meetings

Before the end of the day, take 5 to 10
minutes to sit down with the Rookie
to discuss the day's achievements or
challenges.   Celebrate success when
required, especially if the Rookie did
something outstanding or completed a
difficult task that they had previously
struggled with.
Review which tasks you completed
during the day and ask the Rookie if
they have any questions about the
tasks completed.
Quickly review what you will be covering
during the next training shift and who
the Rookie will be working with it is a
different team member.
After the meeting, note anything of
importance to discuss during your
regular check-in meetings with your
Department Manager.
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Teaching Tips
1

Teaching Tip 1
Professionalism is defined by the context of the workplace, the geographical
location, and the culture. Participants may excel in demonstrating professionalism
in one environment and flounder in another. The gaming industry is extremely
diverse and many employees come from different cultures. Furthermore, each
organization, and even each department within an organization, will have its
own corporate culture, and therefore professionalism will vary from context to
context. As an example, in some environments, being professional means that
all guests are called by their last names, while in other contexts, it is considered
unprofessional to have friendly conversations with guests.
Try to have discussions or do activities with participants to help them become
consciously aware of their own views on professionalism. Once they have
reflected on their personal views, brainstorm what they know to be the
organization’s views on professionalism.
The Let Me Try’s were written with the assumption that some participants will not
have the opportunity for classroom learning and will be learning independently.
However, for those who are in the classroom setting, the following activities are
recommended to draw out participants’ understanding of professionalism and
organizational expectations.
Groups activities that help develop communication skills include the
following:
Group discussion to raise self- and organizational awareness such as:
What did it mean to be professional in other companies where
you worked?
-

When thinking about professionalism, what is most important to
you, and why?

-

What are some key aspects of professionalism that you have
observed in this organization?

-

In what ways do you find it easy to display professionalism in
this organization?

-

In what ways do you find it challenging to display professionalism
in this organization?

Communicating with professionalism
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Role Plays. For groups that are comfortable with role play, this is an excellent
method for learners to try out new skills in a safe environment.
Case Studies. Situations where professionalism was either displayed or not
displayed could be discussed and analyzed. This method can provide interesting
conversation with profound outcomes.

Teaching Tip 2

2

Telephone etiquette may seem like ‘common sense’ once it’s introduced, but
like any other behaviour, it needs to be learned. If it is standard practice in an
organization, new employees will likely model what they see. One of the best
ways to help participants prepare for a variety of different situations they may
encounter at work is to have them role play different scenarios.
Before the role play, have the participants talk about good and bad phone
experiences they’ve had when they have called an organization for information.
Brainstorm qualities of a helpful employee on the phone. Remind them that
employees are still the “face” of the company whenever they answer the phone
and that their telephone etiquette needs to reflect the organization’s attitude and
culture.

3

Teaching Tip 3
Case studies will give participants the opportunity to explore the challenges and
opportunities to serve guests with special needs. Any of the Show Me’s or Let
Me Try’s could be expanded into case studies. As an example, Let Me Try 1.3
could be expanded into the following case study:
1.3

Glenda has worked in the casino for 12 years. She is committed to her
job and works very hard.
On one particular shift, Glenda saw a guest using a walker. She was travelling
from the gaming area to the restaurant through a large open area. Glenda was
very busy shining the banisters on the stair case in the room. She only had
another hour to get the job done before she had to start vacuuming. As she was
shining away, the lady with the walker was working her way across the room.
From time to time, the lady would take breaks and sit down on the seat of her
walker. Finally, Glenda decided that it was more important to help this lady
than to make sure that the banisters were done on time. She rushed out of the
room and got a wheelchair as quickly as she could. When she finally got back,
she quickly offered the guest the complimentary use of the wheelchair. The
guest seemed to be flustered and insulted. She quickly gave a terse, “no thank
you,” and rushed off as quickly as she could. Glenda was confused. She quickly
returned the wheelchair and returned to polishing the banisters.

Discussion questions:
−− What went wrong in this situation?
−− Why do you think that the guest became flustered and felt insulted?
−− What could Glenda have done differently?
2 of 18
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Introduction
Some jobs that need these skills
include:
Bank Senior Cashier
Bank Supervisor/Shift Manager
Banquet Supervisor/Shift Manager
Bartender
Beverage Server
Bingo Caller/Checker
Bingo Cashier
Bingo Supervisor
Bingo Volunteer Coordinator
Box Person (Craps)
Casino Bank Cashier/Clerk
Casino Gaming Technincian
Casino Host/Player Services 		
Representative
Chef
Cook
Countroom Cashier
Countroom Supervisor/Shift Manager
Dealer
Dining Room Cashier
Dining Room Supervisor/Shift Manager
Executive Host
Facility Supervisor/Shift Manager
Facility Technician
Food and Beverage Host
Guest Services Representative
Guest Services Supervisor/Shift Manager
Housekeeping Attendant
Housekeeping Supervisor/Shift Manager
Investigative Security Officer
Kitchen Helper
Maintenance Technician
Pit Manager/Pit Boss
Poker Manager
Promotions & Event Planner
Receiver
Retail Cashier
Retail Supervisor/Shift Manager
Security Officer
Security Supervisor/Shift Manager
Senior Clerk Typist
Server
Shuttle Bus Driver
Slot (Electronic Gaming) Floor
Supervisor/Shift Manager
Slot Attendant/Electronic Gaming
Attendant
Surveillance Supervisor/Shift Manager
Surveillance Technician
Switchboard Operator
Table Games Inspector
Table Games Supervisor/Shift Manager
Table Games Trainer
Technical Support Supervisor
Uniform Supervisor/Shift Manager
Uniform Technician
Valet Attendant
Warehouse Clerk
Warehouse Supervisor/Shift Manager

P

rofessionalism is a job-related attitude that is immediately noticeable in
your appearance, behaviour, communication, and relationship to others.
It is a skill that can be learned and one that should be practiced every day
on the job.

Communicating with professionalism means taking the time and making the
effort to:
−− Speak clear, standard English (or other languages when appropriate)
−− Be courteous and friendly with co-workers and guests
−− Recognize different ways of communicating
−− Practice manners appropriate to the gaming industry
In this section, you will learn how to:
−− Be professional in face-to-face communications
−− Use telephone etiquette
−− Communicate with guests with special needs

Communicating with professionalism
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Skill 1: Be Professional in Face-to-Face
Communication

Excellent customer service is a top priority in the gaming industry. All employees
who work at gaming properties in Canada must use professionalism when
communicating, regardless of their job title. How can you show professionalism
when communicating? Consider some of the ideas listed below:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Greet guests in a friendly manner. Smile and say hello. Acknowledge
regulars and use their names if you know them.
Anticipate the needs of guests. By observing behavior and non-verbal
cues, you can offer services before guests even ask.
Avoid making assumptions. Try not to pre-judge a customer by how
they look or dress. All guests should be treated respectfully.
Use small talk appropriately. In the gaming industry, small talk is often
appropriate because it makes guests feel welcome.
Answer guests questions respectfully. Whether a guest is politely asking
a question, or exhibiting frustration, show patience and respect and help
them in a timely manner.

Read the scenarios below and on the next page. They are examples of
communicating with professionalism.

Taking Time to Interact with Guests
A Restaurant Server named Beatrice has several tables. All the tables have now
received their food. She checks up on one table to see how they are enjoying
their food.
(Continue the scenario on the next page.)
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Beatrice:

So folks, how is everyone enjoying their food here?

Guest 1:

It’s great. We are enjoying everything about our trip here.

Beatrice:

I’m glad to hear that. Where are you all from?

Guest 2:
		
		

We’re from Saskatchewan. We’ve always wanted to come this
way. Our niece is getting married here this weekend, so it was
the perfect excuse for us.

Beatrice:
		

That sounds great. I hope that you enjoy the rest of your
evening here.

Going the Extra Mile to Enhance Customer Service
Gloriana, a Retail Cashier greets patrons in a friendly manner. As she is collecting
payment, she is chatting with the customer.
Gloriana:

Will that be everything today?

Customer:

Yup, that’s it.

Gloriana:

So are you here from out of town?

Customer:
		

No, we’re local, but we’ve never been here before. We’ve been
meaning to come for years.

Gloriana:
		

Did you check out the roster of live performances for this 		
month?

Customer:

No, where can we get that information?

Gloriana:

You can take this leaflet with you.

Customer:
		
Gloriana:

Thanks. It looks like there’ll be some great entertainers here.
We appreciate the heads up.
My pleasure.

Always Be Respectful with Guests, No Matter What
Renaldo, a Shuttle Bus Driver greets all guests as they enter and leave the shuttle.
He makes small talk and acknowledges regulars. Sometimes when he is driving,
he has to deal with upset guests. He maintains a friendly and professional tone
of voice, even when guests are angry or frustrated. Renaldo shows respect to all
guests, regardless of their mood or looks.
Communicating with professionalism
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1

Now it’s your turn. Try these practice activities to see how well you have learned
about communicating with professionalism. See Check My Answers at the end
of the section for the correct answers.
1.1

1.2
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Romuo, a Housekeeping Attendant is vacuuming in an area of the
building that is not being used in the daytime. He sees a guest who
appears to be lost. What should he do?
a)

Find someone who can approach the guest and help them.

b)

Approach the guest and inform her that the area is off limits, and
that she needs to leave.

c)

Greet the guest and ask her if she needs some assistance.

d)

Don’t talk to the guest. Your job is to vacuum.

A Valet Attendant, David, has noted that customer service is shortstaffed. A tour bus has just arrived. What should he do to demonstrate
professionalism? Write down your answer.

Communicating with professionalism

1.3

A Slot Floor Supervisor, Annette is watching a situation where a guest
is speaking to a slot attendant who is getting increasingly upset. What
should she do to demonstrate professionalism? Write down your
answer.

1.4

Helena, a Restaurant Server has several tables, and she is doing a good
job keeping all her tables happy. She sees that the other server’s tables
are waiting for service. She should step in and start taking orders for the
other tables. Do you agree or disagree? Write down your rationale.

Communicating with professionalism
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Skill 2: Use Telephone Etiquette

Whether you answer the telephone as the first point of contact or a customer has
been transferred to your phone line, you play a key role for your organization.
You represent the organization whenever you use the phone at work, and your
use of telephone etiquette greatly impacts customer satisfaction.
When communicating with customers on the phone, it is important to remember
to:
−− Answer the telephone with a professional greeting, identifying the
organization
−− Confirm your understanding of the customer’s question
−− Answer the customer’s question clearly
−− End the conversation professionally
Ensure excellent customer service by using effective Oral Communication
strategies on the phone:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Be polite, whether or not the person who you are talking to is being
polite.
Use proper language and avoid slang, profanity, jargon or complex
language.
Maintain a pleasant tone of voice.
Pronounce your words clearly and do not speak too fast.
Make sure that the person you are talking to on the phone has understood
you.
Check to make sure that you understand the person who you are talking
to by repeating back what you heard.
Use positive language. For example, instead of saying, “I can’t talk to
you right now – I’m on the other line,” say, “If you wouldn’t mind
holding for just a few moments, I’ll finish up the call on the other line
and get right back to you.”

Communicating with professionalism

Proving that You are Really Listening
Patricia, a Switchboard Operator, deals with guest complaints. When the guest
expresses frustration with a situation, she repeats back what she has heard in
order to make sure that she understands. She also repeats back to the customer
so that he knows that his concern is being understood. Patricia then asks him
if she can put him on hold, while she finds a solution to his problem, and the
customer is happy to wait.
Patricia:

Good afternoon. How may I direct your call?

Customer:
		
		
		

I have a beef with your Casino and I don’t know who I should
talk to, actually. I paid cash at the restaurant today, and I’m
certain that I did not get back the correct change. When I came
home I didn’t have as much money in my wallet as I should.

Patricia:
		
		

So you gave the Casino restaurant cashier a certain amount of
money and you believe that you did not get the correct change
back?

Customer:

Yes, that is exactly right.

Patricia:
		
		

Sir, I’d like to find out who is available to help you out today.
Can you please hold while I try to find someone in our Food
and Beverage department as quickly as possible?

Customer:

Yes, I’d appreciate that. Thanks for you help.

Communicating with professionalism
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Treating all Callers with Respect
A Switch Board Operator, Louise, takes messages for managers and staff. She
maintains a pleasant tone of voice regardless of who she is talking to. Sometimes
family members of staff call who speak English as a second language. Louise
speaks slowly and clearly and checks to make sure that she has understood the
caller.
Louise:

Casino Royale, Louise speaking, may I help you?

Caller:		

(indiscernible English)

Louise:
		

I’m very sorry. I didn’t understand what you said. Can you 		
speak slower please?

Caller:		

(indiscernible English) . . husband message?

Louise:

You want to leave a message for your husband?

Caller:		

Yes.

Louise:

What is his name?

Caller:		

(indiscernible English)

Louise:

Can you spell that please?

Caller:		

L-U-E-G-O

Louise:

Luego in Housekeeping?

Caller:		

Yes.

Louise:

You want him to call you?

Caller:		

Yes.

Louise:

Okay. I’ll give him the message.

Caller:		

Thank you. Good-Bye.

Friendly Follow Up
Casino Hosts call regular guests if they have not been in the casino recently.
They use a professional and friendly tone of voice. They avoid using company
jargon that the guest would not understand.
10 of 18
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Now it’s your turn. Try these practice activities to see how well you have learned
about professional telephone etiquette. See Check My Answers at the end of the
section for the correct answers.
2.1

2.2

A Bartender, Glen, is preparing for his shift and his phone rings. It is a
previous guest and the guest is making inquires about the entertainment
coming up this weekend. What should he do?
a)

Tell the guest that they should call the department that schedules
the entertainment.

b)

Tell them that they have called the wrong number.

c)

Do not answer the phone, since it is important to focus on what
needs to be done for the shift.

d)

Clarify to find out what the guest wants. Provide any information
that you have available on hand and then if needed, transfer the
call to the department that will have more information.

Karen, a Dining Room Supervisor answers the phone and a guest wants
to know about what is on the menu. Karen is in the middle of getting
tables ready for the next rush. What should she do? Write down your
answer.

Communicating with professionalism
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2.3

A Guest Services Representative, Carrie, answers the phone and finds
the customer extremely difficult to understand. The customer seems
to be having trouble understanding her as well. Carrie is speaking as
loudly as possible. She is tempted to hang up the phone, but she finally
decides that she simply cannot understand and transfers the call to
another department. Did Carrie take the best approach to the situation?
Write down your explanation.

2.4

A Guest Services Supervisor, Winnifred, takes a call from a guest
who has a complaint. The guest does not understand why children are
not allowed into the restaurant area of the casino. The call is getting
increasingly agitated. What should Winnifred do? Write down your
answer.

Communicating with professionalism

Skill 3: Communicate with Guests with Special
Needs

Some guests will have special needs. These guests want to be treated with the
same courtesy as other guests. Some may welcome special treatment, but it
is important not to assume that this is the case for all. For example, a guest
in a wheelchair might appreciate being pushed, or they may prefer to move
themselves.
Here are some ideas to help guests with special needs feel valued and
respected:
−−
−−
−−
−−

Listen actively. (See the next section for more information.)
Don’t assume you know what the guest wants.
Anticipate the guest’s needs, but check to make sure that your idea is
correct
Be aware of supports in place for guests with special needs. Is there a
translator if language is a barrier? Is there someone who can sign for a
guest who is hearing impaired? Where is elevator access for guests with
wheel chairs?

Help Guests Feel at Ease When They Have a Concern
Nina, a Retail Supervisor, has intervened in a situation where a guest is upset.
The guest speaks English as an additional language and is so upset that she
is reverting back to her first language. Nina does her best to listen to her, and
then she tells the guest that she would be happy to find someone to translate.
The guest indicates that this would make her happy. It takes some time to find
someone who can translate, but in the end the guest was able to get her message
across. She felt heard and the problem was solved.
Communicating with professionalism
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Anticipate Needs but Don’t Assume Your Help is Wanted
Cherie, a Customer Service Representative, is assisting a guest with coat check
and has noticed that she is using a walker. She discreetly asks the guest if she
would like to use a complimentary motorized wheelchair during her stay. The
guest declines the offer and Cherie quickly switches to another topic and wishes
her well during her visit.
Cherie:		

Hello there, ma’am. How are you today?

Guest:		

Oh, I’ve been better, but I can’t complain really.

Cherie:		

Is there anything that we can do to assist you today?

Guest:		

How so?

Cherie:		
		

Well, if you wanted to relax a bit, I could offer you a
complimentary motorized vehicle for the day.

Guest:		
		

Oh, no thanks. I would rather get at least a little bit of exercise
today.

Cherie:		
		
		

Very good ma’am. It is certainly a good day to be inside to
move around. The weather outside is nasty isn’t it? I hope you
really enjoy your time here today.

Take a Few Extra Minutes to Help
A Restaurant Server named Clint is taking a guest’s order. She is looking at the
menu and then finally confesses that she cannot see the menu well enough to
read it. Clint politely and patiently verbally explains the menu. It takes a few
extra moments to take the guest’s order, and the guest is very happy with the
service.
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Now it’s your turn. Try these practice activities to see how well you have learned
about communicating with guests with special needs. See Check My Answers
at the end of the section for the correct answers.
3.1

3

3.2

A guest, Myrna, is a winner at the slot machine. The Electronic Gaming
Attendant, Helen, is giving her information on how to cash out. It
becomes apparent that Myrna is hearing impaired. What should the
slot attendant do? Pick an answer and write down the reason for your
choice.
a)

She should talk as loud as she can.

b)

She should ask her if she would like someone to sign for her.
She should write the question down to ensure that the guest
understands.

c)

She should just get someone to do sign language—since it is
apparently necessary.

d)

She should use lots of hand gestures.

Mauro, an Executive Host is attempting to resolve a conflict with a
guest. The guest is struggling with communication for reasons that are
not apparent to Mauro. Mauro decides to guess what the communication
problem was.
Mauro:		

Do you speak English well?

Guest:		

Pardon me?

Mauro:		

Do you speak English?

Guest:		

Well of course I do. But I’m deaf and I read lips.

Mauro:		
			

I’m sorry. Would you like me to get someone
who can sign?

Guest:		

That would be great.

(Continue the question on the next page.)
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Would you have had a similar or different conversation? Write down
how your conversation with this woman would have gone.

3.3
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A Housekeeping Attendant, Glenda, notices that a guest is using a
walker and seems to be struggling to get around. What should Glenda
do? Write down the reason for the answer that you selected.
a)

Her job is cleaning and she should stick to it.

b)

She should run and get a wheelchair immediately.

c)

She should get another employee to talk to her.

d)

She should approach the guest and ask her if she can be of any
assistance.

Communicating with professionalism

C

ompare your answers for the Let Me Try activities below. If you have
gotten less than half of the answers correct, review the material and try
the activities again.

1.1

c)

Greet guest and ask her if she needs some assistance.

1.2

David should greet the customers and offer information until a
Customer Service Representative arrives to give out the gift packages,
even though this is not part of his job description.

1.3

She should approach the guest and the slot attendant and ask the guest
what is needed.

1.4

In all areas of the gaming industry, guest satisfaction is a top priority.
Helena should first ask her supervisor and/or the other server if she
can step in and help out to ensure that all guests leave with a superior
restaurant experience.

2.1

d)

Clarify to find out what the guest wants. Provide any information
that you have available on hand and then, if needed, transfer the
call to the department that will have more information.

2.2

Although Karen is busy and it might be tempting to pass on the call to
a server or the kitchen, it is ideal to give the caller as much information
as possible herself.

2.3

Carrie should have spoken slowly and clearly, and she should have
been careful not to yell or speak too loudly on the phone. She should
have repeated back what she heard and given the caller the chance to
clarify. She should have also checked to see if the caller understood
her.
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2.4

Winnifred needs to be respectful of the caller and do her best to not
get upset, even if the caller is upset. She should show empathy and
explain provincial law.
For example: I know this must be very frustrating for you. I am sure that
it would be a very enjoyable experience for you to bring the children
to the restaurant. Unfortunately we are bound by provincial laws. The
law states that minors are not allowed anywhere on our property. I do
apologize for this inconvenience.

3.1
b)

She should ask her if she would like someone to sign for her.
She should write the question down to ensure that the guest
understands.

In giving exceptional customer service, employees do not assume that
they know what a guest wants. They always check first.
3.2

The problem was that Mauro wasn’t sure why communication was
breaking down, but he made an assumption that offended the guest.
It would have been better to ask an open-ended question, such as, “Is
there anything that I can do to help?”

3.3
d)

She should approach the guest and ask her if she can be of any
assistance.

In the gaming industry, customer satisfaction is a top priority.
Sometimes, it’s not always clear how to provide the best service to
satisfy your guests. Instead of assuming you know in every situation,
sometimes you have to ask the customer what they want.
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Listening Effectively

Teaching Tip
1

Teaching Tip 1
As mentioned in previous sections, role playing, reviewing case studies, and
discussing related topics could help participants hone their active listening
skills.
One way to experientially demonstrate the impact of poor listening is to model
it for the class. For example, you could ask participants about how their time
off was. Encourage conversation by asking probing questions, but demonstrate
poor listening by doing some of the following:
−− Not making eye contact
−− Interrupting and talking a lot
−− Crossing your arms
−− Tapping your foot
−− Checking the time on your watch or cell phone
−− Finishing the participants’ sentences
After some time has passed, admit to the class that you were not using good
active listening skills. Ask the class to brainstorm all the ways that you did not
demonstrate active listening. Record everything participants say on the left side
of a white board or flip chart. Then ask the class to come up with what you
should have done differently and record these points on the right side of the flip
chart or white board End the activity by asking participants to name one active
listening behaviour they are willing to develop at work.

Listening effectively
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Introduction
Some jobs that need these skills
include:
Bank Senior Cashier
Bank Supervisor/Shift Manager
Banquet Supervisor/Shift Manager
Bartender
Beverage Server
Bingo Caller/Checker
Bingo Cashier
Bingo Supervisor
Bingo Volunteer Coordinator
Box Person (Craps)
Casino Bank Cashier/Clerk
Casino Gaming Technincian
Casino Host/Player Services 		
Representative
Chef
Cook
Countroom Cashier
Countroom Supervisor/Shift Manager
Dealer
Dining Room Cashier
Dining Room Supervisor/Shift Manager
Executive Host
Facility Supervisor/Shift Manager
Facility Technician
Food and Beverage Host
Guest Services Representative
Guest Services Supervisor/Shift Manager
Housekeeping Attendant
Housekeeping Supervisor/Shift Manager
Investigative Security Officer
Kitchen Helper
Maintenance Technician
Pit Manager/Pit Boss
Poker Manager
Promotions & Event Planner
Receiver
Retail Cashier
Retail Supervisor/Shift Manager
Security Officer
Security Supervisor/Shift Manager
Senior Clerk Typist
Server
Shuttle Bus Driver
Slot (Electronic Gaming) Floor
Supervisor/Shift Manager
Slot Attendant/Electronic Gaming
Attendant
Surveillance Supervisor/Shift Manager
Surveillance Technician
Switchboard Operator
Table Games Inspector
Table Games Supervisor/Shift Manager
Table Games Trainer
Technical Support Supervisor
Uniform Supervisor/Shift Manager
Uniform Technician
Valet Attendant
Warehouse Clerk
Warehouse Supervisor/Shift Manager
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S

omeone once said that we don’t see the world as it is, we see it as we are.
This means we each have filters that show us what we are expecting to
see. Have you ever known someone who has five good things happen to
them and what they focus on is the one bad thing that happened? It’s as if their
filter needs to be opened up so that they can have new perceptions and take in
new information.

The same is true for listening. We often hear only what we’re wanting or
expecting to hear. At times, we’re so rushed to do what we have to do that it’s
hard to take the time required to really hear what someone is trying to say. Other
times, we can be so busy planning our response to someone that we don’t really
hear what that person is really saying.
In learning to listen effectively, you may need to open up your communication
filters so that you can take more information in. This will go a long way in
providing great, professional service to your organization’s guests.
In this section, you will how to:
−− Demonstrate active listening

Listening effectively

Skill 1: Demonstrate Active Listening

Guests come to casinos for a variety of reasons, but for some, interacting with
the staff is a major part of an enjoyable experience in a gaming environment.
Also, because your co-workers are often busy and under pressure, it is important
to them that you hear and understand what is being communicated. Both guests
and co-workers want to know that you have really heard and understood them.
This is especially true when there has been a problem, such as a guest feeling
frustrated with a loss, or a co-worker needing you to assist them.
Active listening involves not only listening but also demonstrating that you
have listened to someone and understood them. How do you demonstrate
active listening? The following are some simple strategies that can make a big
difference:
−− Stop talking. By giving others the chance to talk, you are showing them
that you are actively trying to hear what they are saying.

Listening effectively

−−

Use Canadian active-listening body language such as eye contact and
leaning forward.

−−

Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest or co-worker may be communicating
something different than you are assuming.

−−

Be patient. Give the guest or co-worker time to get their message
across.

−−

Put yourself in the shoes of the person talking. Try to sense what the
guest or co-worker is feeling.

−−

Remain neutral and avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice
active listening when you are arguing.
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Don’t Jump to Conclusions
William, a Guest Services Supervisor, approaches a customer who is openly
expressing his feelings. He listens to the whole story before deciding how to
make the guest happy.

Prove that You are Really Listening
A Beverage Server, Deborah, checks in with the previous shift to find out what is
happening. She hears which tables need special attention, what stock is running
low, and what tours are expected. Deborah uses eye contact and leans forward
to demonstrate that she is listening.

Walk a Moment in the Guest’s Shoes
A Dining Room Cashier named Natalie listens to a guest who is disputing a
portion size. Natalie is careful to avoid being argumentative and puts herself in
the position of the guest. Natalie also deliberately stops talking and listens to
what the guest is saying.
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Natalie:

And how is everything today, sir?

Guest:		

Well, I would be happy if I wasn’t getting ripped off!

Natalie:

What seems to be the problem, sir?

Guest:		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

You know, I’ve been coming here for years and years. I have
never had any complaints about the food. In fact, I’ve told lots of
my friends about your restaurant here at the casino. My
experience is that you get good value for your money here,
until today. Now I come here and order chicken, and I get 		
something the size of a chicken finger? Does the casino
not have enough money to give me a half-decent piece of
chicken for what I’m paying?

Natalie:
		
		

We have sure appreciated your business over the years.
Please just give me a minute to talk to my manager and I’ll see
what I can do for you.
Listening effectively

1

Now it’s your turn. Try these practice activities to see how well you have learned
about active listening. See Check My Answers at the end of the section for the
correct answers.
1.1

1.2

Benny, A Count Room Supervisor, has received an email that is
confusing to him. He finds the employee who wrote the email. What
should Benny do? Write down the reason for your choice.
a)

Explain email etiquette to him.

b)

Ask him to re-write the email.

c)

Take the time to actively listen to the employee’s explanation of
the email.

d)

Ask another employee to question the email

An employee, Marcie, is being trained in a new area by a Casino
Bank Cashier named Estella. Marcie wants to show that she is actively
listening. Writes down every single thing that Estella is saying. Marcie
also decides that she should have an open mind and not jump to
conclusions about how the job should be done. Even though she has
worked at the company for a while, there are details of this job that
may be new to her.
How did Marcie demonstrate active listening in cross-training?

Listening effectively
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1.3

1.4
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An Event Planner, Marcus, meets with the Shift Manager, Corinna,
to confirm daily tasks and activities prior to an event. Corinna speaks
English very well, but is sometimes difficult to understand when she
speaks quickly. What should Marcus do?
a)

Focus on the things that he can understand. People often add
extra details, so the parts that were not understood are probably
not important.

b)

Ask someone else what Corinna is saying so that he doesn’t
offend her.

c)

Be patient and give the Shift Manager time to explain. Lean
forward and make eye contact. Indicate when he doesn’t
understand.

d)

Do the job himself to avoid problems.

A regular, slightly intoxicated casino customer is talking to a Server
named Margaret. He is very chatty and wants the Server to spend a
few moments communicating with him. Margaret is in the middle of
cleaning tables. What should she do? Write down your answer.

Listening effectively

C

ompare your answers for Let Me Try activities below. If you have gotten
less than half of the answers correct, review the material and try the
activities again.

1.1

c)

1.2

Take the time to actively listen to the employee’s explanation of
the email. Clear communication is key. If an email is unclear,
finding another way to check understanding is best.

Marcie demonstrates active listening by keeping an open mind so
that she can learn new details about her company. Marcie may not
be showing active listening by writing down everything. This activity
could be a distraction and not support active listening. It could cause
the speaker to wonder if Marcie was really hearing her. The speaker
might wonder if Marcie were concentrating more on listening or on
writing.

1.3
c)

1.4

Listening effectively

Be patient and give the Shift Manager time to explain. Lean
forward and make eye contact. Indicate when he doesn’t
understand.

Margaret should demonstrate active listening and be respectful of the
guest, regardless that he is intoxicated. She should continue to clear
tables but indicate that she is also listening.
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1

Most gaming industry classroom environments in Canada will be diverse,
and therefore any discussion on non-verbal communication will be varied and
interesting. When discussing non-verbal communication, it is important to draw
out the following points:
−−

Non-verbal communication varies from culture to culture, however,
there is not one culture that is “correct” about what non-verbal cues
should mean.

−−

We are learning about “Canadian non-verbal” communication so that in
most cases guests will not misunderstand non-verbal cues and therefore
have more opportunity to have an good experience in the organization.

−−

When individuals adapt non-verbal cues, they will experience an
adjustment period. For example, if participants come from a culture
where it is rude to receive or give anything with the left hand, they may
momentarily have an internal negative emotional reaction when someone
gives them something with their left hand. Employees from other
cultures can sometimes easily adapt their non-verbal communication,
but it can take years to stop having negative reactions. In the case of one
employee who was raised in a culture where it is offensive to give or
receive anything with the left hand, it took him two years to adjust to the
point where he wasn’t momentarily shocked by the action.

Using non-verbal communication
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Introduction
Some jobs that need these skills
include:
Bank Senior Cashier
Bank Supervisor/Shift Manager
Banquet Supervisor/Shift Manager
Bartender
Beverage Server
Bingo Caller/Checker
Bingo Cashier
Bingo Supervisor
Bingo Volunteer Coordinator
Box Person (Craps)
Casino Bank Cashier/Clerk
Casino Gaming Technincian
Casino Host/Player Services 		
Representative
Chef
Cook
Countroom Cashier
Countroom Supervisor/Shift Manager
Dealer
Dining Room Cashier
Dining Room Supervisor/Shift Manager
Executive Host
Facility Supervisor/Shift Manager
Facility Technician
Food and Beverage Host
Guest Services Representative
Guest Services Supervisor/Shift Manager
Housekeeping Attendant
Housekeeping Supervisor/Shift Manager
Investigative Security Officer
Kitchen Helper
Maintenance Technician
Pit Manager/Pit Boss
Poker Manager
Promotions & Event Planner
Receiver
Retail Cashier
Retail Supervisor/Shift Manager
Security Officer
Security Supervisor/Shift Manager
Senior Clerk Typist
Server
Shuttle Bus Driver
Slot (Electronic Gaming) Floor
Supervisor/Shift Manager
Slot Attendant/Electronic Gaming
Attendant
Surveillance Supervisor/Shift Manager
Surveillance Technician
Switchboard Operator
Table Games Inspector
Table Games Supervisor/Shift Manager
Table Games Trainer
Technical Support Supervisor
Uniform Supervisor/Shift Manager
Uniform Technician
Valet Attendant
Warehouse Clerk
Warehouse Supervisor/Shift Manager
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W

hen we talk about communication, we usually mean sharing
information verbally (through words) and visually (through images).
People also communicate non-verbally.

Non-verbal communication is expressed through:
−− Physical actions
−− Body language
−− Facial expressions
−− Eye contact
−− Personal space
−− Tone of voice
−− Personal touch
Non-verbal communication is usually based on your own emotion and motivation.
It can also be based on cultural practices. Non-verbal communication can either
support or contradict verbal communication.
Think about the saying, “Actions speak louder than words.” Have you noticed
that people often say that when they are pointing out what someone did was
in conflict with what someone said? For instance if someone said, “Watching
T.V. is a waste of time,” but they spend a lot of time watching it, you may
question them on what they really mean. Often, when there is a discrepancy
(or difference) between what people say and what people do, tend to assume
that what people do, communicates more about what they mean than what they
say.
What people communicate through body language, facial expressions, and tone
of voice can also be in conflict with what they say. Think about the person who
mumbles, “Good Morning,” without looking you in the eye when you buy your
morning coffee. They might as well be saying, “I’m not awake yet and I really
don’t feel like talking to you.”
To communicate professionally at work, you need to be aware of your feelings
and motivation. When you are self-aware, you can make sure what you say
non-verbally matches with what you say verbally. It also means that you can
confidently communicate the messages you intend to send.
In this section, you will learn how to:
−− Matchverbal and non-verbal messages
−− Recognize cultural differences in non-verbal communications
Using non-verbal communication

Skill 1: Match Verbal and Non-Verbal Messages

Non-verbal communication can at times speak “louder” than verbal
communication. In striving for excellent customer service and co-worker
relationships, non-verbal communication must match verbal communication and
not contradict it. At times we are very aware of our non-verbal communication,
and at other times we are oblivious. The more aware you are of your non-verbal
communication, the more you will be able to ensure that your communication
is clear.
It is important for you to use non-verbal communication that is consistent with
the message that you want to give. For example, if you agree with someone, you
could both say that you agree and nod your head.
In many cases, the following non-verbal communication techniques are helpful
in promoting good working relationships and excellent customer service. Note
that this is a very short list, and it is recommended that you research other
aspects of non-verbal communication in Canadian culture.
−−

−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Using non-verbal communication

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye contact,
people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy. Generally, it is
appropriate to look the other person in the eye for about 3 seconds, look
away and then look back again.
Standing at a distance of about one arms length between you and the
guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in communicating respect
and warmth.
A smile generally communicates that the person that you are talking to
is welcome.
A hand shake usually communicates that the guest or co-worker is
welcome in your space.
Leaning forward with your arms at your side or on your hips is generally
an indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.
Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight, frustration,
anger, etc. Ensure that your tone of voice is reflective of the professional
image that you want to portray.
Other than a handshake, touch is generally not an appropriate way to
communicate in the gaming industry. But depending on your position
within the casino, a handshake may not be permitted for security
reasons
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Use Body Language
A Retail Cashier, Xataing, is dealing with an upset guest. The customer is
arguing that a casino souvenir is too expensive. Xataing demonstrates to the
guest that she is actively listening to the guest by leaning forward with her
hands at her side, as opposed to having her arms crossed.
If Xataing leaned back with her arms crossed, the guest may get the message
that Xataing is not interested or does not believe the guest.

Use Eye Contact to Show Respect
Glen, an Investigative Security Officer, is dealing with a guest who has barred
himself from the casino. The guest is trying to enter the facility and Glen is
stopping him from entering. During the conversation Glen is mindful of his
eye contact in order to communicate respect to the guest during this difficult
situation.
If Glen does not look at the guest, the guest may think that Glen is not being
respectful of him. On the other hand, if Glen stares at the guest without looking
away about every three seconds, the guest may perceive that Glen is challenging
him and acting aggressively.

Stand at the Right Distance
Jason, a Chef, is consulting with a manager on a staffing problem. He is standing
at one arm length’s away during the conversation.
If Jason stands closer than one arm’s length, the manager may start to feel
uncomfortable and communication may break down.
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Now it’s your turn. Try these practice activities to see how well you have learned
about effective non-verbal communication. See Check My Answers at the end
of the section for the correct answers.
1.1

An Investigative Security Officer, Bruno, is in the process of excluding
a patron after an incident involving the destruction of property. What
kind of body language should Bruno use? Write down why you chose
your answer.
a)

Cross his arms to communicate his displeasure with the patron.

b)

Make eye contact, and lean forward with his hands by his side as
he is talking to the guest.

c)

Do not look at the guest at all, as this may cause a
confrontation.

d)

Speak to the guest on the phone to avoid non-verbal
miscommunication.

1.2

A Box person, Katia, is communicating an experience with difficult
customers to other departments. As Katia is talking, she is rolling her
eyes and using a tone of voice to indicate that she is very frustrated.
As, she is talking, she has her hand on the manager’s shoulder. Do you
feel that Katia used professional non-verbal communication? Why or
why not? Write down your answer.

1.3

A Table Games Trainer, Courtney, is facilitating training. How should
she communicate non-verbally? Write down your answer.

Using non-verbal communication
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1.4

Maribelle, a Count Room Clerk, tells technicians about repairs that need
to be made to count machines. How should Maribelle communicate
non-verbally?
a)

She should avoid eye contact.

b)

She should stare him in the eyes.

c)

She should use eye contact and look away every few seconds.

d)

She should only use non-verbal communication and point.

Skill 2: Recognize Cultural Differences in
Non-Verbal Messages

The challenge for effective Oral Communication is increased in a diverse
environment. Being aware of our non-verbal communication as well as the
non-verbal communication of others is key for effective communication. Nonverbal communication can vary across cultures. For example, in many Canadian
contexts, it is considered professional to make direct eye contact, and then look
away every few seconds. In some other cultures, direct eye contact is seen as
very aggressive and possibly rude.
When communicating with guests or co-workers who may be from different
cultural backgrounds, it is always important to check your assumptions.
You may think that they are communicating one thing through non-verbal
communication, when in fact, it may be the complete opposite.
−−
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Eye contact, in the Canadian context, can mean that the person
communicating is telling the truth. Keep in mind that this will not always
be the case when the guest or co-worker is from a different culture. Eye
contact, in some cultures is seen as very aggressive and disrespectful.
In some cases, eye contact is appropriate between people of the same
sex only.

Using non-verbal communication

−−

Personal space varies greatly from culture to culture. Many Canadians
prefer a larger space between themselves and the other person–about
one arm’s length (unless they are loved ones, such as family.) In some
cultures, personal space can be significantly smaller. For example, in
some cases, if you are not standing close enough to smell the other
person’s breath, then they are hiding something from you and possibly
cannot be trusted.

−−

A smile in Canada is generally seen as an indicator of happiness. Keep
in mind that some guests from different cultures may be covering up an
uncomfortable situation with smiling or giggling.

−−

Appropriate physical contact varies greatly. For example, in some
cultures, physical contact between men and women who are strangers is
completely inappropriate. In other cultures, male and female co-workers
greet each other every morning with a kiss on the cheek (or 2 or 3 or
4!)

−−

What is considered to be a professional hand shake can vary from culture
to culture. A limp handshake may be considered professional by some
of the guests and co-workers that you meet. In Canada, a moderately
firm, one-pump handshake is considered professional.

Check your Assumptions
A Casino Host, Kelly, is listening to a guest named Mr. Florrick. Mr. Florrick
is telling Kelly that he recently lost a loved one. The guest is a newcomer to
Canada and he is not looking at Kelly. During the entire conversation, Mr.
Florrick is looking over Kelly’s shoulder at the ceiling. The Casino Host thinks
that is unusual, but recognizes the fact that in his cultural background, it may
not be appropriate for a man to look a woman in the eyes.

Using non-verbal communication
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Remember that We Work in a Diverse Environment
Belinda, an Event Planner, is communicating with a guest on the floor. The guest
is from a different culture and is standing within her comfort zone. Belinda
realizes that the guest may have a different space comfort zone. In the past and
in similar situations, Belinda would take a step back and then the guest would
take a step toward her. Belinda decided that this time she would stand still and
focus on what the guest was saying. She was mildly uncomfortable, but she
found that communication was more effective in this instance.

Remember that Things are Not Always as They Appear
Armando, a Poker Manager, is listening to suggestions from a player on ways
to improve the poker game. The player is a woman who speaks English as
an additional language. As they are talking the woman starts to cover her
mouth and giggle. Armando starts to brainstorm in his mind the reason for the
giggling. He concludes that she may find the situation funny, or that she may be
uncomfortable with the conversation. Armando does his best to help the guest
feel comfortable and uses language and non-verbal communication to show
friendliness.

Now it’s your turn. Try these practice activities to see how well you have learned
about cross cultural non-verbal communication. See Check My Answers at the
end of the section for the correct answers.
2.1
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A Count Room Supervisor, Erin, meets a technician named
Mohammed for the first time. She is telling Mohammed about a
broken Slot Machine. Mohammed is not really looking at her. What
should she do? Write down your answer.

Using non-verbal communication

2.2

A Hostess, Megan, greets a client. The client has a very limp
handshake. What should Megan do? Write down your answer.

2.3

Ken, a Shuttle Bus Driver is chatting with a guest. The guest is
standing very close to him while they are talking and he is feeling
uncomfortable. What should he do? Write down your answer.

2.4

A Restaurant Server, Tara, is serving a guest. The guest informs Tara
that her food is cold, and is laughing at the same time. What should
she do? Write down a rationale for your answer.

Using non-verbal communication

a)

She should assume that if the guest is laughing, then she must
like cold food a lot.

b)

The customer is very confusing. She should ignore her.

c)

She should assume that the guest is being rude.

d)

She should consider that the guest may be from a culture where
laughter is a sign of being uncomfortable. She should help the
guest to feel more comfortable and quickly rectify the situation.
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C

ompare your answers for the Let Me Try activities below. If you have
gotten less than half of the answers correct, review the material and try
the activities again.

1.1

Make eye contact, and lean forward with his hands by his side as he is
talking to the guest. All guests should be treated with respect, and this
body language communicates respect.

1.2

Katia should always use a tone of voice that reflects professionalism.
Also, eye-rolling is not considered professional. Finally, other than a
handshake to greet people, touch is generally not appropriate among
co-workers or with guests.

1.3

She should be mindful that her facial expressions and body language
are positive and match her verbal message. She should also avoid
crossing her arms and should not touch the participants.

1.4

She should use eye contact and look away every few seconds.

2.1

She should be mindful of the fact that lack of eye contact may be a
cultural factor. She should ask the Technician to repeat back what she
said to make sure that he understands. If he can do this, then she can
be assured that communication did not break down.

2.2

She should keep in mind that this person may come from a culture
where a limp handshake is considered appropriate.

2.3

If he can, he should continue to stand where he is and allow the
communication to continue. If this is not possible, he should take a
small step back.

2.4
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c)

d)

She should consider that the guest may be from a culture where
laughter is a sign of being uncomfortable. She should help the
guest to feel more comfortable and quickly rectify the situation.

Using non-verbal communication
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Teaching Tip 1
In virtually every Canadian company that employs newcomers, the number
one complaint is that these employees will say that they understand what to
do, when they do not. While the responsibility of clear communication of
instructions should lie primarily with leadership, employees can also do their
part in ensuring that information is understood.
Even employees who only speak English may say that they understand when
they do not. In classroom discussion, it is helpful to have participants think about
why they say they have understood when they have not. In what circumstances
have you said that you understood, when you didn’t?
−− Why did you decide to just “nod and say yes”?

SPEAKING WITH CLARITY

−−

What could you do or say when you do not understand?

−−

What are some of consequences of instructions and information not
being passed on in your organization?

−−

What should you do or say when you are not sure if someone has
understood you?

−−

Why is “Do you understand?” a poor choice for checking for
comprehension?

−−

What are some examples of questions that you could ask instead?
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Introduction
Some jobs that need these skills
include:
Bank Senior Cashier
Bank Supervisor/Shift Manager
Banquet Supervisor/Shift Manager
Bartender
Beverage Server
Bingo Caller/Checker
Bingo Cashier
Bingo Supervisor
Bingo Volunteer Coordinator
Box Person (Craps)
Casino Bank Cashier/Clerk
Casino Gaming Technincian
Casino Host/Player Services 		
Representative
Chef
Cook
Countroom Cashier
Countroom Supervisor/Shift Manager
Dealer
Dining Room Cashier
Dining Room Supervisor/Shift Manager
Executive Host
Facility Supervisor/Shift Manager
Facility Technician
Food and Beverage Host
Guest Services Representative
Guest Services Supervisor/Shift Manager
Housekeeping Attendant
Housekeeping Supervisor/Shift Manager
Investigative Security Officer
Kitchen Helper
Maintenance Technician
Pit Manager/Pit Boss
Poker Manager
Promotions & Event Planner
Receiver
Retail Cashier
Retail Supervisor/Shift Manager
Security Officer
Security Supervisor/Shift Manager
Senior Clerk Typist
Server
Shuttle Bus Driver
Slot (Electronic Gaming) Floor
Supervisor/Shift Manager
Slot Attendant/Electronic Gaming
Attendant
Surveillance Supervisor/Shift Manager
Surveillance Technician
Switchboard Operator
Table Games Inspector
Table Games Supervisor/Shift Manager
Table Games Trainer
Technical Support Supervisor
Uniform Supervisor/Shift Manager
Uniform Technician
Valet Attendant
Warehouse Clerk
Warehouse Supervisor/Shift Manager
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I

n most industries and jobs, communication usually breaks down when
employees do not check for clarification and speak with clarity—or to make
sure they understood what was said. It may seem easier to nod and indicate
that you understand when in fact you do not. The consequences of unclear
communication in the workplace are significant.

You need to check for clarification when co-workers or guests are making
requests or asking for information. You also need to check for clarification
when they are upset.
You need to check for clarification for many reasons such as when:
−− Information or instructions are not clear
−− Guests or employees are learning English
−− Non-verbal and verbal communication appear to be contradictory
In this section, you will learn how to:
−− Confirm that your messages are being understood by others

SPEAKING WITH CLARITY

Skill 1: Confirm Your Messages Are Being
Understood

The giving and receiving of information, such as instructions, is an important
part of the daily operations of a successful business. The giver of information
can easily assume that the information or meaning has been received by the
receiver as intended, when in fact it has not.
When communicating with someone who speaks English as an additional
language, you may be tempted to give instructions and then ask, “Do you
understand?” It is common for the person that you are communicating with to
say yes, regardless of whether or not they have understood. This also happens
when both people that are communicating speak English as a first language.
This is when it’s important to see if their non-verbal cues are matching what
they are saying.
When giving instructions or information, rather than asking, “Do you
understand?” find different ways to check for understanding. You can ask
questions such as:
−−
−−
−−

Can you tell me what you heard?
Can you show me what you are supposed to do?
Can you tell me what you are planning to do first?

If you ask close-ended questions that are answered with “yes” or “no,” you
may not know for sure if the listener understands you. If you ask open-ended
questions such as the examples just listed, the listeners’ response will let you
know if they have understood.

SPEAKING WITH CLARITY
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Make Sure that They Understand
A Department Manager, Hugo, provides instructions and wants to get
confirmation that his instructions have been understood. He asks employees to
rephrase what he has said.
Example: OK. Can I just get you to explain back to me what you need to
do next?

Check for Understanding through Feedback
A Dining Room Supervisor, Shelley, offers suggestions to managers for
improving procedures. She asks for feedback to make sure that the suggestions
have been understood.
Example: Does this make sense? I can explain it another way if I’m not
being clear.

Say it Again!
Sheila, a Senior Clerk Typist, takes messages on the phone. She repeats back
what she has heard to ensure accuracy.
Example: Can I just repeat back to you the spelling of your name and 		
your phone number?
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Now it’s your turn. Try these practice activities to see how well you have learned
about strategies for giving and receiving information. See Check My Answers
at the end of the section for the correct answers.
1.1

A Poker Manager, Lisa, told a Dealer named Chris about a new
procedure. When she asked Chris if he understood, he said, “yes.”
Later, it was apparent that Chris did not understand. What could Lisa
have done differently? Write down your answer.

1.2

A Casino Host named Jason is listening to a guest talking about his
problem. How can he make sure that he has understood the guest?
Write down your answer.
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1.3

1.4
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An Executive Host, Ricardo, is delegating a task to a Casino Host
named Florence. How can he ensure that the Florence understands
what to do? Write a reason for your choice.
a)

Take the time to send an email. This would be more effective.

b)

It is the responsibility of the Casino Host to understand your
instructions. Do not worry about how you communicate.

c)

Ask the Casino Host to explain how they plan to execute the
task.

d)

Use lots of hand gestures.

A Facility Technician, Magdeline, is listening to a supervisor describe
a new phase of a project that Magdeline is responsible for. How can
Magdeline reassure the supervisor that she has understood? Write
down your answer.

SPEAKING WITH CLARITY

C

ompare your answers for the Let Me Try activities below. If you have
gotten less than half of the answers correct, review the material and try
the activities again.

1.1

She should have asked a probing question to see if the Dealer understood
the new procedure. For example, she could have asked, “How do you
think that this procedure will affect your area?”

1.2

He can repeat back what he hears and then ask the guest if he reported
back the information correctly.

1.3
c)

1.4

SPEAKING WITH CLARITY

Ask the Casino Host to explain how they plan to execute the task.
This is better than saying, “Do you understand?”, since most
people will say “yes” regardless of whether they understand or
not.

Rephrase the instructions and ask the Facility Technician if this is
correct.
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Introduction
Some jobs that need these skills
include:
Bank Senior Cashier
Bank Supervisor/Shift Manager
Banquet Supervisor/Shift Manager
Bartender
Beverage Server
Bingo Caller/Checker
Bingo Cashier
Bingo Supervisor
Bingo Volunteer Coordinator
Box Person (Craps)
Casino Bank Cashier/Clerk
Casino Gaming Technincian
Casino Host/Player Services 		
Representative
Chef
Cook
Countroom Cashier
Countroom Supervisor/Shift Manager
Dealer
Dining Room Cashier
Dining Room Supervisor/Shift Manager
Executive Host
Facility Supervisor/Shift Manager
Facility Technician
Food and Beverage Host
Guest Services Representative
Guest Services Supervisor/Shift Manager
Housekeeping Attendant
Housekeeping Supervisor/Shift Manager
Investigative Security Officer
Kitchen Helper
Maintenance Technician
Pit Manager/Pit Boss
Poker Manager
Promotions & Event Planner
Receiver
Retail Cashier
Retail Supervisor/Shift Manager
Security Officer
Security Supervisor/Shift Manager
Senior Clerk Typist
Server
Shuttle Bus Driver
Slot (Electronic Gaming) Floor
Supervisor/Shift Manager
Slot Attendant/Electronic Gaming
Attendant
Surveillance Supervisor/Shift Manager
Surveillance Technician
Switchboard Operator
Table Games Inspector
Table Games Supervisor/Shift Manager
Table Games Trainer
Technical Support Supervisor
Uniform Supervisor/Shift Manager
Uniform Technician
Valet Attendant
Warehouse Clerk
Warehouse Supervisor/Shift Manager

B

oth guests and co-workers experience situations that are upsetting.
An important Oral Communication skill is helping the people around
you to remain calm. During those moments, it is important to clearly
communicate so that situations can be resolved.

You need to respond effectively in difficult situations to:
−− Help guests feel like their needs are being met
−− Enhance and improve the guest’s experience at your facility
−− Help co-workers feel valued
−− Deal with difficult situations
In this section, you will learn how to:
−− Help guests and co-workers to calm down

Responding effectively in difficult situations
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Skill 1: Help People Calm Down

Customers will have issues that need to be resolved, and at times, guests will
exhibit anger. When issues are effectively resolved, guests leave with some
level of satisfaction, and are more likely to come back.
When working with guests who are exhibiting anger, you can follow these
important steps:
−− Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings are
acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
−− Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how you
would feel in a similar situation. Express your understanding to the
guest.
−− Be open-minded. Try to not assume you understand the situation fully
before listening carefully.
−− Clarify the issue. Paraphrase (or use your own words to say) the issue
back to the guest to ensure that you understand.
−− Present a resolution. Share a solution both you and the guest will feel
good about.
−− Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they feel
that the problem has been solved.

Say it Again Please
A Table Games Supervisor, Antonio, handles customer complaints after guests
become upset. Even though the guests have already talked to the Dealers,
Antonio asks them to explain the situation again to make sure that he really
understands the problem.
Example: I’m here to find the best solution for everyone. Can you please
explain to me what happened?
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Find a Solution
A Casino Bank Cashier named Marcie responds to guest complaints. After
carefully listening, she either explains a possible solution or finds someone who
can assist the guest.
Example: Thanks for taking the time to explain the situation to me. Can I
just take a moment to locate someone who can help you?

Follow Up
An Executive Host, Jeffrey, demonstrates the best practice in resolving customer
service complaints. After resolving a situation, Jeffrey does a follow-up with
the guest to see if they are happy with the resolution.

Now it’s your turn. Try these practice activities to see how well you have learned
about de-escalating situations with customers. See Check My Answers at the
end of the section for the correct answers.
1.1

An Inspector, Morris, is making his rounds in the pit and comes across
a Blackjack table where a guest is very upset with the Dealer. The
guest turns to Morris and starts to yell at him. The guest claims that the
Inspector should be protecting the guest from dishonest Dealers. What
should Morris do?

Responding Effectively in Difficult Situations
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1.2

A guest in a restaurant is getting frustrated. He wants to place his order
and is starting to get very agitated. What should the Server do?

1.3

A Pit Manager named Chester is responding to a conflict involving a
player. The guest is claiming that she was not paid by the Dealer. What
should Chester do?

1.4
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a)

He should assure the guest that Dealers do not make mistakes.

b)

He should tell the guest that he should pay better attention to his
money.

c)

He should assure the guest that the Surveillance tapes will be
carefully reviewed.

d)

He should tell the Dealer to deal with the problem himself.

A Bank Supervisor, Clint, is talking to a guest. The guest wants to
make a last minute request to cash out a ticket redemption from the
slot machine. The Bank Supervisor cannot grant this request because
this window is closed. What should Clint do?

Responding Effectively in Difficult Situations

C

ompare your answers for the Let Me Try activities below. If you have
gotten less than half of the answers correct, review the material and try
the activities again.

1.1

He should repeat back what he is hearing the guest saying, so that the
guest can be assured that someone is listening to his side of the story.

1.2

He should apologize for the wait, express empathy for his situation,
and take his order as soon as possible.

1.3
c)

1.4

He should assure the guest that the Surveillance tapes will be
carefully reviewed.

Express empathy for the situation, but explain that it is not possible to
give change at this hour.

Responding Effectively in Difficult Situations
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Foundation Section

Contributing
to Meetings

Contributing
to Meetings

Teaching Tip
1

Teaching Tip 1
Generally, participation in meetings is considered to be a Level 3 Essential Skill
Oral Communication task. Participants must know how much participation is
appropriate, and they must know when and how to interrupt, particularly in
meetings where many people are talking, and it is difficult to “get in a word
edgewise.” Suggestions and questions are generally given in an indirect method
using language as suggested in this section.
For this skill, participants would benefit from discussing what happened in
meetings in their previous companies. In some contexts, it is inappropriate for
employees to make suggestions or ask questions in meetings, because it can
cause leadership to “lose face.”
Role play can help participants to become more aware of company expectations
for participation in meetings. It is important to remember that it may take some
time for participants to actively participate in meetings in the workplace.

Contributing to Meetings
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Introduction
Some jobs that need these skills
include:
Bank Senior Cashier
Bank Supervisor/Shift Manager
Banquet Supervisor/Shift Manager
Bartender
Beverage Server
Bingo Caller/Checker
Bingo Cashier
Bingo Supervisor
Bingo Volunteer Coordinator
Box Person (Craps)
Casino Bank Cashier/Clerk
Casino Gaming Technincian
Casino Host/Player Services 		
Representative
Chef
Cook
Countroom Cashier
Countroom Supervisor/Shift Manager
Dealer
Dining Room Cashier
Dining Room Supervisor/Shift Manager
Executive Host
Facility Supervisor/Shift Manager
Facility Technician
Food and Beverage Host
Guest Services Representative
Guest Services Supervisor/Shift Manager
Housekeeping Attendant
Housekeeping Supervisor/Shift Manager
Investigative Security Officer
Kitchen Helper
Maintenance Technician
Pit Manager/Pit Boss
Poker Manager
Promotions & Event Planner
Receiver
Retail Cashier
Retail Supervisor/Shift Manager
Security Officer
Security Supervisor/Shift Manager
Senior Clerk Typist
Server
Shuttle Bus Driver
Slot (Electronic Gaming) Floor
Supervisor/Shift Manager
Slot Attendant/Electronic Gaming
Attendant
Surveillance Supervisor/Shift Manager
Surveillance Technician
Switchboard Operator
Table Games Inspector
Table Games Supervisor/Shift Manager
Table Games Trainer
Technical Support Supervisor
Uniform Supervisor/Shift Manager
Uniform Technician
Valet Attendant
Warehouse Clerk
Warehouse Supervisor/Shift Manager
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A

lmost all employees are required to participate in meetings. Some
meetings are “stand up” meetings, where quick announcements are
made. Other meetings may be “sit down” meetings around a table and
require input from all participants.

Information communicated at meetings is key to the success of your organization.
This information keeps you aware of news, upcoming events, new services,
and new policies. Your contribution in meetings is important and can make
a difference in guest and co-worker satisfaction, as well as your own job
satisfaction.
You need to actively participate in meetings for many reasons, including to:
−− Apply effective listening skills and hear key information
−− Ask questions
−− Brainstorm new ideas and improve your organization
In this section, you will learn how to:
−− Make a difference in meetings

Contributing to Meetings

Skill 1: Make a Difference in Meetings

Meetings are an effective way for information to be shared with groups of
employees. Employees also have the opportunity to share ideas and ask
questions. When one employee asks a question, other employees may also have
the same question. Employees can also brainstorm at meetings to come up with
new ideas that improve the work environment and guest experiences.
All employees have the opportunity to help make meetings effective. You can:
−−

Contribute ideas. You may have an idea that no one else has thought
of. Also, when ideas that are not ideal are shared, employees can then
brainstorm around that idea and come up with an even better idea.

−−

Use modal verbs when sharing ideas. Modal verbs include words like:
“would, could, may and can.” (However, avoid “should.”)

−−

Use appropriate interruption techniques. In some meetings, if you do
not interrupt, you may not be able to share an idea or ask a question.
Interrupting at the right time and in the right manner is an important
skill that can be learned. Watch others who do it well and follow their
example.

►►Your Ideas are Important
A Housekeeping Attendant named Lucinda participates in pre-shift meetings.
She shares ideas and suggestions. Sometimes it is hard to “get a word in
edgewise” (or be able to speak and be heard). But Lucinda remembers that her
ideas are important, so she waits until someone is almost done sharing their idea
before cutting in.

Contributing to Meetings
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►►Ask Questions for the Team
Gordon, a Slot Attendant attends pre-shift meetings. When announcements are
made, he asks questions. Gordon asks them during the meeting instead of after
the meeting, because he realizes that if he has a question, other people at the
meeting may have the same question and need clarification.
Example: Can I bother you to repeat what you said about the new policy?

►►Say It with Class!
A Senior Cashier named Katia attends informal staff meetings. She offers ideas
and suggestions. When Katia offers a suggestion, she says things like:
−−
−−
−−

1

“We could try this idea . . .”
“We could possibly consider this idea . . .”
“Maybe we can . . .”

Now it’s your turn. Try these practice activities to see how well you have learned
about participating effectively in meetings. See Check My Answers at the end
of the section for the correct answers.
1.1

A Chef, Pierre, is meeting with the Executive Chef and other chefs.
How should he participate? Write down why you chose your answer.
a)

Try to say as much as possible to show that he is a team player.

b)

He shouldn’t talk during the meeting.He should show respect for
others by giving them full opportunity to talk.

c)

Share ideas. Whether they are good or bad ideas, they can start a
discussion that can evolve into an even better idea.

d)

Ask his manager after the meeting if he didn’t understand
something.
(Continue the question on the next page.)
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1.2

Contributing to Meetings

An employee, Dora, is a member of the Health and Safety Committee.
The group is very lively, and everyone talks over one another. How
should Dora participate? Write down why you chose this answer.
a)

Raise her hand whenever she wants to talk.

b)

Cut in, but at a time when a person is just finishing up what they
are saying.

c)

Wait until there is a moment of silence to say something.

d)

By not saying anything.

1.3

A Dealer, Benny, is attending a meeting that is headed up by the Table
Games Supervisor. The supervisor is discussing a new policy, but
Benny is having difficulty understanding the details of this new policy.
He decides that he doesn’t want to be trouble, and that he will just read
the policy later. Then, if he has questions, he will ask the Table Games
Supervisor. Do you agree with Benny’s strategy? Why or why not?
Write down your answer.

1.4

A Valet Attendant, Victoria, attends pre-shift meetings. At one morning
meeting, Victoria has an idea that she thinks should be implemented.
What should she do?
a)

Speak her mind. Tell her supervisor that it is very important to
implement her suggestion.

b)

Use language such as, “Perhaps we could consider trying . . .” or
“It might be a good idea to make a change in this area.”

c)

Write up an email later on.

d)

Wait until the supervisor calls on her to make a suggestion.
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C

ompare your answers for the Let Me Try activities below. If you have
gotten less than half of the answers correct, review the material and try
the activities again.

1.1

c)

Share ideas. Whether they are good or bad ideas, they can start a
discussion that can evolve into an even better idea. All ideas are
important in meetings.

b)

Cut in, but at a time when a person is just finishing up what they
are saying. It is important to give everyone a chance to speak,
but it is just as important to make a contribution and share your
ideas.

1.2

1.3

Benny’s strategy is not the best one. It is important to speak up at
meetings. If you have a question, then most likely others may have the
same question. Even if you’re the only one with the question, it’s good
to get clarification.

1.4
b)
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Use language such as, “Perhaps we could consider trying . . .” or
“It might be a good idea to make a change in this area.”

Contributing to Meetings
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Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Bank employees
need to know. Employees working in this area must communicate with
professionalism–face to face, on the phone and on the radio. They must
communicate professionally with employees and guests, including those with
special needs. They must demonstrate active listening skills, and both notice
and use non-verbal communication. They must effectively give and receive
instructions. They must be able to deal with angry guests and co-workers.
Finally, they must be able to participate effectively in meetings. These skills are
important for Bank employees because banking is a key role. Many employees
and guests interact with banking staff and, as such are impacted by the quality
of their communication with banking staff.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with guests and employees
−− Respond to routine telephone requests from other departments
−− Respond to guest complaints
−− Deal with angry guests
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
skills you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.

BANK
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests and
Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
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1.1

What kind of greetings and opening statements do people in banking
jobs in the gaming industry use to make guests feel welcome?

1.2

Marianna is a Casino Bank Cashier. Mr. Gonzalos, a regular to the
casino, is standing close to her wicket. What are some ways that
Marianna could initiate a conversation?

BANK

►Level 2
1.3

A guest named Rupert, who speaks Spanish as a first language, is
having trouble with one of the slot machines. His payout slip says
he won $90.00 but the machine says he won $190.00. He cannot find
a Slots Attendant, so he takes his problem to Greg, a Bank Cashier.
Rupert, with his limited English, is explaining the problem to Greg.
Greg thinks that Rupert is describing a problem with a payout, but he is
not sure. What should Greg do to ensure excellent customer service?

1.4

Most employees will only speak on the phone with other casino
workers. However, telephone etiquette should still be used. First,
guests may overhear your conversation and you want to maintain
your professionalism to make a good impression. Second, practicing
telephone etiquette is good practice in maintaining a professional
attitude. Third, practicing telephone etiquette may improve your radio
etiquette.
Different etiquette practices are required at different times during the
call. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice is important from
the start of a conversation to establish a good rapport with the caller.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.

Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with the phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding the number of rings by which
the telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on the telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of in a timely manner.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.
(Continue the question on the next page.)
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At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:

►Level 3
1.5
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Betty, a Bank Cashier, calls over her Bank Manager, Giselle, to deal
with a large bank transaction. What are some examples of the questions
that Giselle can ask the guest so that the guest will not get defensive
and upset?

BANK

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. Oral
Communication is critical in building rapport and creating a positive experience for
each guest. You can practice this skill on the job. Ask someone you trust to observe
you and provide feedback. Everyone has room for improvement, and getting feedback
can greatly help you improve in this area.

Task 2: Respond to Routine Telephone
Requests from Other Departments
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Speaking with clarity

►Level 1
2.1

What do you say when you answer the phone on behalf of your
organization or your department?
Write down a sample greeting and compare it with the answer key.

2.2

bank

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a respectful manner. What advice would you give a
co-worker about two-way radio communication?
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Task 3:

Respond to Guest Complaints
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 2
3.1

A Casino Bank Cashier is talking to a guest who is very upset. List some
ways that the cashier can demonstrate that she is actively listening.

3.2

Miscommunications can happen when we misinterpret each other’s
non-verbal signals, especially if we are from different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian guest named Ning is communicating
with a Canadian-born employee named Don.
Ning is explaining a challenge she is having
with using the automatic-ticket redemption
terminal. She is covering her mouth and
giggling. Why do you think that Ning might
be giggling?
Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.

This is Awkward

In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away it can
often mean:
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a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

BANK

3.3

Peter, a Bank Manager, is talking to an employee. He is asking the
employee for his side of a story concerning a guest who was upset. He
notices that the employee will not make eye contact with him. Peter is
wondering if this employee is being disrespectful or has something to
hide. What do you think of Peter’s theory?

►Level 3
3.4

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.

3.5

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you note non-verbal communication and you
are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.
(Continue the question on the next page.)
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a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch a guest?

BANK

3.6

Gabrielle is a Count Room Manager. She is responsible for providing
guidance and direction to several Count Room Clerks. When a Count
Room Clerk has a question or concern, how does Gabrielle demonstrate
through body language that she is actively listening? Choose the best
answer:
a)

Cross her arms to show that she is serious

b)

Bob her head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Try observing the reaction of guests and co-workers to see if you are improving your
active listening skills. You can also try practicing with family and friends.

Task 4: Deal with Angry Guests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1

bank

4.1

True or False: When a Bank Cashier is communicating with an angry
customer, it is important to show that he or she is not intimidated. If
the guest is using an angry tone of voice, the employee should use an
angry tone of voice.

4.2

Karen, a Bank Manager, worked through a difficult problem with a
guest. The guest did not believe that he received the correct payout.
Later in the day, Karen sees the guest, who has been a regular. What
should she do?
a)

Follow up to see if the guest is satisfied with how the
situation was resolved.

b)

Don’t approach the guest—she should not allow the guest to revisit the problem and risk him getting angry again.
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►Level 2
4.3

Tannis is a Casino Bank Cashier. The guest that she is serving is telling
Tannis about a problem. How can Tannis assure the guest that she
empathizes with her and understands her situation?

►Level 3
4.4

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with angry guests?

Task 5: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
5.1
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Pratima is a Count Room Clerk and today she is attending an informal
stand up meeting. Her manager is making some announcements about
a new procedure. How can she be sure that she remembers all key
points? Choose the best answer.
a)

Ask the manager to repeat himself when the meeting is over. She
wouldn’t want to embarrass the manager and make him think
that he is not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the meeting because if it is not clear to her, it also may
not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended, when the meeting is over.
BANK

►Level 2

bank

5.2

You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are not
sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might start
off your sentence, and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.

5.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why?
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►Level 3
5.4

You are a Bank Manager and you have just started working with a
new group of employees. What ground rules would you lay out for
meetings in your department? Write down a list and then check the
answer key for more ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Learning how to speak up in meetings is a skill mastered through practice. All
meetings are different. At some meetings, information is given and there is little
opportunity for participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is time for
questions, and even for discussion and brainstorming.
You can practice speaking up at meetings. You can also become aware of which
types of meetings welcome your contribution. If you are unsure of how you should
be involved, ask someone that you trust. Your participation in meetings makes your
workplace a better place.
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−−
−−
−−

Welcome to _____________. How can I help you today?
Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I help
you with today?

Note: The type and amount of small talk would be based on reading
the guest. Cashiers need to judge the line-up when deciding how much
time to spend with a guest. Generally, it is most important to spend
time and make out-of-towners (bus groups) feel comfortable.
1.2

Here are some suggestions for starting a conversation with a guest.
You will likely have thought of some of your own.
−−
−−
−−
−−

1.3

Hello Mr. Gonzalos. How are you today?
What is new with you today, Mr. Gonzalos?
It’s a cold day outside today. Isn’t it nice to be indoors?
Nice to see you again. I hope all is well.

Greg should ask if the guest would like to speak to an employee
who speaks Spanish. If the guest says “yes,” he should quickly make
arrangements with the Casino Host. If the guest says “no,” he should
make sure that pen and paper are handy in order to help with the
communication process.
Greg should let the guest know that somebody is going to be there to
help. He should not leave the guest until the slot person and interpreter
arrive. If necessary, he should write a note explaining that help is
coming, in case the guest understands written English better than
spoken English.

bank
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1.4

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−− Be familiar with the telephone system’s features.
Start of the call:
−− Adhere to house policy regarding the number of rings by which
the telephone should be answered.
−− Smile while on the telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
−− Greet caller according to house policy.
Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:
−− Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
−− Ensure callers on hold are taken care of in a timely manner.
−− Document information when applicable.
−− Listen actively.
End of the call:
−− Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.

1.5

Giselle could ask the following questions to help prevent the guest
from becoming defensive and upset. You will likely have thought of
some of your own.
−−
−−

2.1

Here are some suggestions on how to answer the phone. You will
likely have thought of others, particularly those suggested by your
organization.
−−
−−

2.2

Thanks for calling (name of organization). What can I help you
with today?
(Name of organization), my name is ___________, how can I
direct your call today?

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−
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I’m sorry that policy forces us to bother you with these questions,
but could you give us some information about this transaction?
Nice win! What were you playing? or What did you win on?

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.
BANK

3.1

Here are some suggestions for how she can demonstrate active
listening:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

3.2

Stop talking. By giving others the chance to talk, she is showing
them that she is actively trying to hear what co-workers and
guests are saying.
Use body language such as eye contact and lean forward.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest or co-worker may be
communicating something different than she is assuming.
Be patient. Give the guest or co-worker time to get their message
across.
The Cashier should put herself in the shoes of the person talking.
She should think about what the guest or co-worker is feeling.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
when she is arguing.

People from different cultures giggle for different reasons. In
Canadian culture, people usually giggle if they are happy and enjoying
themselves. In some cultures, women giggle when they are nervous
or uncomfortable. This employee should not assume that the guest is
giggling because she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be
unhappy and nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)

3.3

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

Peter should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
employee is being disrespectful or has something to hide. Lack of eye
contact could mean any of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier

Peter would benefit from withholding judgment and finding out more
information through getting to know the person.

bank
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3.4

To demonstrate active listening, you should:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions that you know what the guest or coworker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.

3.5
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Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye
for about 3 seconds, look away, and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch can also communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk.

BANK

3.6

Gabrielle demonstrates through body language that she is actively
listening by:
c)

4.1

This is false. The Bank Cashier should always maintain a level of
professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

4.2

If Karen sees the guest later on in the day, she should:
a)

4.3

−−
−−
4.4

Follow up to see if the guest is satisfied with how the situation
was resolved.

Tannis should show empathy and understanding by:
−−

Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you might be feeling…”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the customer kindly and professionally

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

bank

Lean forward with arms at the side

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are being acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the
situation.
Stay calm and be patient. Don’t take the situation personally or
get defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how
you would feel in a similar situation. Express your understanding
to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, write down notes in case follow up is required, such
as time, location and who was involved in the incident.
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5.1

Pratima can make sure that she remembers all key points by:
b)

5.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−

I was wondering if you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .
I’m not sure what your thoughts are on this, but . . .

5.3

This is false. It is appropriate to interrupt sometimes, particularly in a
meeting where everyone is actively participating. In some cases, you
might not be able to make a contribution unless you do interrupt. The
group needs to hear what you have to say. To be polite, only interrupt
when someone is just finishing off his or her point.

5.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules for meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Taking notes and asking questions for clarification. She should
ask the questions during the meeting because if it is not clear to
her, it also may not be clear to others in the group.

Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us is as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone
else in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction.
It can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what
they say for fear they may be made fun of.

BANK

Customer
Services/
Administration

Customer Services
Administration

Job Family Section

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Customer
Services and Administration employees need to know. Employees
working in this area must communicate with professionalism, both face to
face and on the phone. They must communicate professionally with employees
and guests, including those with special needs. They must demonstrate active
listening skills, and both notice and use non-verbal communication. They must
effectively give and receive instructions. They must be able to deal with angry
guests and co-workers. Finally, they must be able to participate effectively in
meetings. These roles are key to interaction with guests and other employees.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with guests and employees
−− Respond to guest and employee requests
−− Deal with angry guests
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.

CUSTOMER Services/administration
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests and
Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
1.1

What kind of greetings and opening statements do people in Customer
Services and Administration use to make guests feel welcome?

1.2

What do you say when you answer the phone on behalf of your
organization or your department?

1.3

Diane is a Guest Services Representative. Mrs. Katz, a regular to the
casino, is standing and waiting for her friend. What kind of small talk
should Diane initiate?

►Level 2
1.4

Telephone etiquette should be used throughout your entire telephone
conversation, but some etiquette practices are more effective at certain
parts in conversation. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice is
important to do at the beginning of a conversation to establish a good
rapport with the caller from the start.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.
(Continue the question on the next page.)
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Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. All Oral
Communication is critical in creating a positive experience for each guest.

CUSTOMER Services /administration
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Task 2: Respond to Guest and Employee
Requests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
2.1

Miscommunications can happen when we misinterpret each other’s
non-verbal signals, especially if we are from
different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian guest named Ning is communicating
with a Canadian-born employee named Don.
Ning is explaining a challenge she is having
with filling out her contest ballot entry form.
She is covering her mouth and giggling. Why
do you think that Ning might be giggling?

This is Awkward

Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away it can
often mean:

2.2
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a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

Holly is a Casino Host. She needs to respond to customer complaints.
When Holly is listening to complaints, how does she demonstrate
through body language that she is actively listening? Choose the best
answer.
a)

Cross her arms to show that she is serious

b)

Bob her head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side
CUSTOMER Services/administration

2.3

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give a co-worker about two-way radio communication?

►Level 2
2.4

CUSTOMER Services /administration

Peter, a Customer Services Representative, has been approached by a
guest who is hearing impaired. The guest, named Victor, would like
more information about the Player’s Club Casino promotion. Peter
is explaining the promotion to Victor, but he is not sure if Victor
understands him.
a)

Victor can read lips, and Peter does not know sign language.
What should Peter do to ensure excellent customer service?

b)

What if Victor couldn’t read lips? What should Peter do to ensure
excellent customer service?
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2.5

Gerald, a Switchboard Operator, has just met a new employee. He is
trying to get to know the new employee and is just asking him a few
questions. The new employee will not look at him. Gerald is wondering
if this new employee is being disrespectful or has something to hide.
What do you think about Gerald’s theory?

►Level 3
2.6

Check off the traits that apply to active listening:










2.7

Use direct eye contact—don’t look away.
Keep your arms at your side.
Lean slightly forward.
Make direct eye contact, but look away for a moment every few
seconds.
Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
Practice patience.
Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
Avoid arguing.
Cross your arms against your chest.

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different than what you’re used to. For example,
in Bulgaria, nodding your head up and down means “no” and shaking
your head from side to side means, “yes”—just the opposite most of
us are used to. If you notice non-verbal communication and aren’t sure
what it means, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.
(Continue the question on the next page.)
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a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch a guest?
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Task 3: Deal with Angry Guests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1
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3.1

Art is a Shuttle Bus Driver and he is waiting for a scheduled drop off
so he can relieve the other driver for his break. He has noted that a
regular named Florence is getting increasingly agitated while she is
waiting for the bus to arrive to take her back to her car. Art walks over
to Florence and starts chatting with her. Art is trying to reduce the risk
of outburst. List some ways that Art can demonstrate that he is actively
listening to Florence.

3.2

True or False: When a Promotions and Event Planner is communicating
with an angry guest, it is important to show that he or she is not
intimidated. If the guest is using an angry tone of voice, the employee
should use an angry tone of voice.

3.3

Mavis, a Guest Services Representative, worked through a difficult
problem with a guest. Later on in the day, Mavis sees this guest, who
has been a regular. What should she do?
a)

Follow up to see if the guest is happy with how the situation was
resolved.

b)

Don’t approach the guest—she should not allow the guest to revisit the problem and risk him getting angry again.

CUSTOMER Services/administration

►Level 2
3.4

A Shuttle Bus Driver has just listened to a guest share about how she
is frustrated that she has to park so far away whenever she comes to
the casino. How can the Shuttle Bus Driver assure the guest that she
empathizes with the guest and understands her situation?

►Level 3
3.5

CUSTOMER Services /administration

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with guests who are angry?
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Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contribute to meetings

►Level 1
4.1

Glenda is a Senior Clerk Typist and today she is attending training with
other administrative staff. The manager is explaining a new procedure.
How can she be sure that she remembers all key points? Choose the
best answer.
a)

Ask the manager to repeat himself when the meeting is over. She
wouldn’t want to embarrass him and make him think that he is
not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the training session because if it is not clear to her, it also
may not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended, when the training session is
over.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
This week, decide to practice active listening on the job. Observe the reaction of
guests and your co-workers to see if you are improving in this skill. You can also
practice this skill with family and friends.

►Level 2
4.2
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You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are
not sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might
start your sentence and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.

CUSTOMER Services/administration

4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why or why not?

►Level 3
4.4

You are a Valet Attendant and you have just started leading a Health
and Safety Committee. What ground rules would you lay out for
meetings?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Do you want to learn how to speak up in meetings? This skill is mastered through
practice. All meetings are different. At some meetings, information is given and there
is little opportunity for participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is
time for questions, and even time for discussion and brainstorming. You can practice
speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is. If you are unsure
of how you should be involved, ask someone whom you trust such as a supervisor or
manager. Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a better place.

CUSTOMER Services /administration
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers can include:
−−
−−
−−

1.2

Here are some suggestions for openers on the phone. You will
likely have thought of others, particularly those suggested by your
organization.
−−
−−

1.3

Thanks for calling (name of organization). What can I help you
with today?
(Name of organization), my name is ___________, how can I
direct your call today?

Here are some suggestions for starting a conversation with a guest.
You will likely have thought of some of your own.
−−
−−
−−

1.4

Welcome to _____________. How are you today?
Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I do
for you today?

Mrs. Katz, how are you today?
What’s new with you today, Mrs. Katz?
It’s a cold day outside today isn’t it? It’s nice to be indoors.

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−−

Be familiar with telephone system’s features.

Start of the call:
−−
−−
−−

Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Greet caller according to house policy.
(Continued on the next page.)
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Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of in a timely manner
Document information when applicable.
Listen actively.

End of the call:
−−
2.1

Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comment.

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the guest is giggling because
she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy and
nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

Holly can demonstrate that she is actively listening by leaning
forward with arms at the side.

2.2

2.3

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

2.4
a)

Peter should be sure to face the guest and speak slowly so that
the guest can easily read his lips.

(Continue the answer on the next page.)
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b)

Peter should ask if the guest would like someone to sign for him.
If the guest says “yes,” Peter should quickly make arrangements.
Peter should let the guest know that somebody is going to be
there to help. He should not leave the guest until help arrives.
If necessary, he should write a note explaining that help is
coming.
If the guest says “no,” Peter should make sure that pen and paper
are handy in order to help with the communication process.

2.5

Gerald should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
employee is being disrespectful or not. In some cultures, looking away
is a sign of respect and is not an indication that the person is lying or
hiding information.

2.6

To demonstrate active listening:

;;
;;
;;

;;
;;
;;


2.7

Use direct eye contact—don’t look away.
Keep your arms at your side.
Lean slightly forward.
Make direct eye contact, but look away for a moment every few
seconds.
Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
Practice patience.
Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
Avoid arguing.
Cross your arms against your chest.

Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye for
about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome. A handshake usually communicates that
the guest or co-worker is welcome in your space.
(Continue the answer on the next page.)
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3.1

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side or on your hips
is generally an indication that you are listening and attentive to
guests and co-workers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is reflective of the professional image that you
want to portray.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in the gaming industry.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk

To practice active listening, he should:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

3.2

Repeat back what he has heard.
Lean slightly forward.
Keep his arms at his side and not crossed.
Use eye contact.
Stop talking. By giving others the chance to talk, he is showing
them that he is actively trying to hear what is being said.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest may be communicating
something different than Art is assuming.
Be patient. Give the guest or co-worker time to get their message
across.
Art should put himself in the shoes of the person talking. He
should think about what the guest is feeling.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
when he is arguing.

This is false. The Promotions and Event Planner should always
maintain a level of professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

3.3
a)

3.4

A Shuttle Bus Driver should show empathy by:
−−
−−
−−
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If Mavis sees the guest later in the day, she should follow up to
see if the guest is happy with how the situation was resolved.

Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you might be feeling . . .”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the customer kindly and professionally
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3.5

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Anger should be acknowledged. Customers who recognize that
their feelings are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the
situation.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how
you would feel in a similar situation. Express your understanding
to the guest.
Keep an open mind. Listen carefully before you assume you
understand the situation.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision making authority.
Share a solution both you and the guest will feel good about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the shift manager.
Afterward write down notes in case follow up is required, such as
time, location and who was involved in the incident.

4.1
b)

4.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−

4.3
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Glenda can make sure that she remembers all key points by:
taking notes and asking questions for clarification. She should ask
the questions during the training session because if something is
not clear to her, it also may not be clear to others in the group.

I was wondering if you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .
I’m not sure what your thoughts are on this, but . . .

This is false. It is appropriate to interrupt sometimes, particularly in a
meeting where everyone is actively participating. In some cases, you
might not be able to make a contribution unless you do interrupt. The
group needs to hear what you have to say. To be polite, only interrupt
when someone is just finishing off their point.

CUSTOMER Services/administration

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules for meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

CUSTOMER Services /administration

Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us is as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone
else in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction.
It can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what
they say for fear they may be made fun of.
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Food and
Beverage
Service

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Food and
Beverage Services employees need to know. Employees working in this
area must communicate with professionalism, both face to face and on
the phone. They must communicate professionally with employees and guests,
including those with special needs. They must demonstrate active listening
skills, and both notice and use non-verbal communication. They must effectively
give and receive instructions. They must be able to deal with angry guests.
Finally, they must be able to participate effectively in meetings. These skills
are important for Food and Beverage Services employees because they have a
key role. Many employees and guests interact with these staff and thus, guyests
are affected by the quality of their communication with Food and Beverage
staff.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with guests and employees
−− Respond to guest and employee requests
−− Deal with angry guests
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE Services
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests and
Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1

2 of 18

1.1

What kind of language do Food and Beverage Services employees in
the gaming industry use to make guests feel welcome?

1.2

What do you say if you need to answer the phone on behalf of your
organization or your department?

1.3

Christina is a Beverage Server. Mrs. MacIntosh, a regular to the casino,
is standing close to her. What kind of small talk should Christina
initiate?

FOOD AND BEVERAGE Services

►Level 2
1.4

Dominic, a Receiver, is calling a supplier to discuss an error in an
order that was received. To ensure that communication is effective,
Dominic should speak with a very loud voice and give the information
only once in order to save time.
Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

1.5

FOOD AND BEVERAGE Services

Clarence, a Bartender, has been approached by a guest who is hearingimpaired. The guest, named Cameron, has questions about the Casino
Lounge menu.
a)

The guest can read lips, but Clarence does not know sign
language. What should Clarence do to ensure excellent customer
service?

b)

What if Cameron couldn’t read lips? What should Clarence do
to ensure excellent customer service?

3 of 18

1.6

Telephone etiquette should be used throughout your entire telephone
conversation, but some etiquette practices are more effective at certain
parts in conversation. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice
is important at the beginning of a conversation to establish a good
rapport with the caller from the start.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.

Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

(Continue the question on the next page.)
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Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:

►Level 3
1.7

ShanShan, a Dining Room Supervisor, is talking to a guest who has
gotten into a disagreement with a Server. What are some examples of
the questions that ShanShan can ask the guest so that the guest will
stop being defensive and upset?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. All Oral
Communication is critical in creating a positive experience for each guest. You can
practice this skill on the job. Ask someone you trust to observe you and provide you
feedback. Everyone has room for improvement, and getting feedback can greatly help
you improve in this area.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE Services
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Task 2: Respond to Guest and Employee
Requests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication
−− Speaking with clarity

►Level 2
2.1

A Server named Kay is talking to a guest who is very upset. List some
ways that Kay can demonstrate that she is actively listening.

►Level 3
2.2

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your hands in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms over your chest.

2.3

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you notice non-verbal communication, and
you are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
(Continue the question on the next page.)
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Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE Services

a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch the guest?
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2.4

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give a co-worker about two-way radio communication?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Now consciously practice active listening on the job. Observe the reaction of guests
and co-workers to see if you are improving in this skill. You can also practice this skill
with family and friends.

Task 3: Deal with Angry Guests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1
3.1
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Mary is a Chef. She needs to respond to customer complaints. When
Mary is listening to complaints, how does she demonstrate through
body language that she is actively listening? Choose the best answer.
a)

Cross her arms to show that she is serious

b)

Bob her head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side
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3.2

Miscommunications can happen when we
misinterpret each other’s non-verbal signals,
especially if we are from different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian guest named Ning is
communicating with a Canadian-born
employee named Don. Ning is explaining a
challenge she is having reading some of the
items on the menu. She is covering her mouth
and giggling. Why do you think that Ning
might be giggling?

This is Awkward

Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
a)
b)
c)
d)
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I’m uncomfortable with you.
I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.
I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”
I’m saying something that isn’t true.

3.3

True or False: When a Host/Hostess is communicating with an angry
guest, it is important to show that he or she is not intimidated. If the
guest is using an angry tone of voice, the employee should use an
angry tone of voice.

3.4

Marcie, a Cook, worked through a difficult problem with a guest. The
guest was unhappy because he wanted extra butter and did not want to
pay for it. Later on in the day, Marcie sees the guest, who has been a
regular. What should she do?
a)

Follow up to see if the guest is satisfied with how the situation
was resolved.

b)

Don’t approach the guest. She should not allow the guest to revisit the problem and risk him getting angry again.
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►Level 2
3.5

Glen, a Dining Room Cashier, regularly interacts with guests. One day
a guest asks him for directions to the Bingo Hall, and this guest will
not look at him. Glen is wondering if this guest is being disrespectful
or has something to hide. What do you think about Glen’s theory?

3.6

A Hostess has just listened to a guest share a frustrating problem. How
can the Hostess assure the guest that she empathizes with the guest
and understands her situation?

►Level 3
3.7
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You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with angry guests?
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Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
4.1

Corinne is a Kitchen Helper and today she is attending training with
other kitchen staff. The Chef is explaining a new procedure. How can
she be sure that she remembers all the key points? Choose the best
answer:
a)

Ask the Chef to repeat himself when the meeting is done. She
wouldn’t want to embarrass him and make him think that he is
not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the training session because if it is not clear to her, it may
not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended when the training session is
over.

►Level 2
4.2
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You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are not
sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might start
off your sentence, and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.
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4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why?

►Level 3
4.4

You are a Chef and you have just started leading a Health and Safety
Committee. What ground rules would you lay out for meetings? Write
down a list and then check the answer key for more ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Do you want to learn how to speak up in meetings? This skill is mastered through
practice. All meetings are different. At some meetings, information is given and there
is little opportunity for participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is
time for questions and even time for discussion and brainstorming.
You can practice speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is.
If you are unsure of how you should be involved, ask someone that you trust such as
your supervisor or manager. Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a
better place.
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−−
−−
−−

1.2

Here are some suggestions for openers on the phone. You will
have likely thought of others, particularly those suggested by your
organization.
−−
−−

1.3

Welcome to _____________. How are you today?
Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I do
for you today?

Thanks for calling (name of organization). What can I help you
with today?
(Name of organization), my name is ___________, how can I
direct your call today?

Here are some suggestions for starting a conversation with a guest.
You will likely have thought of some of your own.
−−
−−
−−

Mrs. MacIntosh, how are you today?
What’s new with you today, Mrs. MacIntosh?
It’s a cold day outside today isn’t it? It’s nice to be indoors.

1.4

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.

1.5

a)
Clarence should be sure to face the guest and speak slowly so
that the guest can easily read his lips.

(Continue the answer on the next page.)
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b)

Clarence should ask if the guest would like someone to sign.
If the guest says “yes,” he should quickly make arrangements.
Clarence should let the guest know that somebody is going to be
there to help. He should not leave the guest until help arrives.
If necessary, he should write a note explaining that help is
coming.

If the guest says “no,” he should make sure that pen and paper are
handy in order to help with the communication process.
1.6

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−− Be familiar with telephone system’s features.
Start of the call:
−− Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
−− Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
−− Greet caller according to house policy.
Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:
−− Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
−− Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
−− Document information when applicable.
−− Listen actively.
End of the call:
−−

1.7

ShanShan could say the following statements to help prevent the guest
from becoming defensive and upset. You will likely have thought of
some of your own:
−−
−−
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Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.

I would like to hear what happened from your perspective. Can
you please tell me what happened?
I am committed to finding a solution to your frustrations. What
can you tell me about what happened?
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2.1

To demonstrate active listening, she should:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

2.2

Repeat back what she has heard
Lean slightly forward
Keep her hands at the side and not crossed
Use eye contact
Stop talking. By giving the guest a chance to talk, she is showing
them that she is actively trying to hear what the guest is saying.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest may be communicating
something different than she is assuming.
Be patient. Give the guest time to get their message across.
She should put herself in the shoes of the person talking. She
should think about what the guest is feeling.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
when she is arguing.

To demonstrate active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your hands in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms over your chest.

2.3
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Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye
for about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.
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2.4

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk.

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

3.1

c)
Mary can demonstrate active listening by leaning forward with
her arms at the side.

3.2

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the guest is giggling because
she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy and
nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)
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I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

3.3

This is false. The Host/Hostess should always maintain a level of
professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

3.4

a)
If Marcie sees the guest, she should follow up to see if the guest
is satisfied with how the situation was resolved.
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3.5

Glen should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
guest is trustworthy.
Lack of eye contact could mean any of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier

Glen would benefit from withholding judgement and finding out more
information through getting to know the person.
3.6

A Hostess should show empathy by:
−−
−−
−−

3.7

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you must be feeling…”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the customer kindly and professionally

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
Stay calm and patient. Don’t take the situation personally or get
defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how
you would feel in the same situation. Express your understanding
to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, take notes in case follow up is required, such as time,
location and who was involved.
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4.1
b)

4.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−

I was wondering if maybe you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .

4.3

This is false, particularly in a meeting where everyone is actively
participating. In these cases, you will not be able to make a contribution
unless you interrupt, and the group needs to hear what you have to say.
To be polite, only interrupt when someone is just finishing off their
point.

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules for meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Corinne can make sure that she remembers all key points by taking
notes and asking questions for clarification. Corinne should ask
questions during the training session because if it is not clear to
her, it also may not be clear to others in the group.

Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us is as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone else
in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction. It
can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what they
say for fear they may be made fun of.
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Job Family Section

Housekeeping
and Grounds
Housekeeping
and Grounds

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Housekeeping
and Grounds need to know. Employees working in this area must
communicate with professionalism, both face to face and on radio or
phone. They must communicate professionally with employees and guests,
including those with special needs. They must demonstrate active listening
skills, and both notice and use non-verbal communication. They must effectively
give and receive instructions. They must be able to deal with angry guests.
Finally, they must be able to participate effectively in meetings. These skills
are important for people working in Housekeeping and Grounds because these
roles are key in giving guests an excellent experience. Both employees and
guests interact with Housekeeping and Grounds staff.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with guests and employees
−− Respond to guest requests
−− Deal with angry guests and co-workers
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests and
Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
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1.1

What kind of greetings and opening statements do Housekeeping
Supervisors and Housekeeping Attendants use to make guests feel
welcome?

1.2

What do you say when you answer a call?

1.3

Gus is a Housekeeping Supervisor. Mr. Adams, a regular to the casino
that he works at, is standing close to him. What kind of small talk
should Gus initiate?

HOUSEKEEPING AND GROUNDS

►Level 2
1.4

David, a Housekeeping Supervisor, is calling the Bank department to
discuss the cleaning schedule. In order to ensure that communication
is effective, David should speak with a very loud voice and give the
information only once in order to save time
Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

1.5

HOUSEKEEPING AND GROUNDS

Sisavath, a Housekeeping Attendant, has been approached by a guest
who is hearing-impaired. The guest, named Greg, is having problems
locating his friends.
a)

Greg can read lips, but Sisavath does not know sign language.
What should Sisavath do to ensure excellent customer service?

b)

What if Greg couldn’t read lips? What should Sisavath do to
ensure excellent customer service?
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1.6

Proper radio etiquette should be used throughout your entire
conversation, but some etiquette practices are more effective at certain
parts in conversation. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice
is important at the beginning of a conversation to establish a good
rapport with the caller from the start.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.

Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Confirm request and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with the radio’s system’s features.
Smile while on radio to create positive frame of mind that will be
reflected in your voice.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:
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1.7

Agup, a Housekeeping Attendant, has just met a new Housekeeping
Attendant. He is trying to get to know the new employee and is just
asking him a few questions in order to find out more about him. The
new Housekeeping Attendant will not look at him, but looks at the
ceiling instead. Agup is wondering if the new employee is being
disrespectful or has something to hide. What do you think of Agup’s
theory?

►Level 3
1.8

Jerry is a Housekeeping Supervisor. A guest is waiting for change and
the light on his machine has been on for a while. The guest is talking
to Jerry. What strategies can Jerry use in this conversation to keep the
guest from getting upset?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. All Oral
Communication is critical in building rapport and creating a positive experience for
each guest. You can practice this skill on the job. Ask someone you trust to observe
you and provide feedback. Everyone has room for improvement and getting feedback
can greatly help you improve in this area.
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Task 2: Respond to Guest Requests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication
−− Speaking with clarity

►Level 1
2.1

Miscommunications can happen when we
misinterpret each other’s non-verbal signals,
especially if we are from different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian guest named Ning is
communicating with a Canadian-born
employee named Don. Ning is explaining a
challenge she is having with the automatic
flush toilet. She is covering her mouth and
giggling. Why do you think that Ning might
be giggling?

This is Awkward

Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:

2.2
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a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

Maria is a Housekeeping Supervisor. She needs to be caring and
attentive to those who bring problems to work. When Maria is listening
to an employee, how does she demonstrate through body language
that she is actively listening? Choose the best answer.
a)

Cross her arms to show that she is serious.

b)

Bob her head from side to side.

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side.
HOUSEKEEPING AND GROUNDS

►Level 2
2.3

In the staff room, a Housekeeping Supervisor named Maureen is talking
to an employee who is very upset. List some ways that Maureen can
demonstrate that she is actively listening.

►Level 3
2.4

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.

2.5

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you note non-verbal communication, and you
are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.

(Continue the question on the next page.)
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a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch a guest?
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2.6

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively, and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give a co-worker about two-way radio communication?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Try observing the reaction of guests and co-workers to see if you are improving your
active listening skills. You can also try practicing with family and friends.

Task 3: Deal with Angry Guests and Coworkers
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1

HOUSEKEEPING AND GROUNDS

3.1

True or False: When a Housekeeping Attendant is communicating
with an angry co-worker, it is important to show that he or she is
not intimidated. If the co-worker is using an angry tone of voice, the
Housekeeping Attendant should use an angry tone of voice.

3.2

Winifred, a Housekeeping Supervisor, worked through a difficult
problem with the Casino Dining Room Supervisor. There was a
misunderstanding concerning the date set for a thorough cleaning
of the restaurant area. The following week, Winifred thinks of the
Supervisor at the restaurant. What should she do?
a)

Follow up with a phone call to see if the Supervisor is satisfied
with how the situation was resolved.

b)

Don’t call—she should not allow the Supervisor to re-visit the
problem and risk him getting angry again.
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►Level 2
3.3

A Housekeeping Supervisor has just listened to a co-worker share a
frustrating problem. What statements can she make to show the coworker that she empathizes and understands her situation?

►Level 3
3.4

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with angry guests?

Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
4.1
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Sunita is a Housekeeping Attendant and today she is attending a preshift meeting with other Housekeeping Attendants. They are being
given information about a new staffing policy. How can she be sure
that she remembers all key points? Circle the best answer below:
a)

Ask the Housekeeping Supervisor to repeat himself when the
meeting is finished. She wouldn’t want to embarrass him and
make him think that he is not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the training session because if it is not clear to her it also
may not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended when the training session is
over.
HOUSEKEEPING AND GROUNDS

►Level 2

HOUSEKEEPING AND GROUNDS

4.2

You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are not
sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might start
off your sentence, and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.

4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt a meeting with
questions or ideas. Why?
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►Level 3
4.4

You are a Housekeeping Supervisor and you have just started leading
a new group of Housekeeping Attendants. What ground rules would
you lay out for meetings? Write down a list and then check the answer
key for more ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Learning how to speak up in meetings is a skill mastered through practice. All meetings
are different. At some meetings, information is given and there is little opportunity for
participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is time for questionsand
even time for discussion and brainstorming.
You can practice speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is. If
you are unsure of how you should be involved, ask someone that you trust, such as
your supervisor or manager Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a
better place.
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−− Good morning!
−− Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
−− Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I do
for you today?

1.2

Here are some suggestions. You will likely have thought of others,
particularly those suggested by your organization.
−− Thanks for calling (name of organization). What can I help you
with today?
−− (Name of organization), my name is ___________, how can I
direct your call today?

1.3

Here are some suggestions for starting a conversation with a guest.
You will likely have thought of some of your own.
−− Mr. Adams, how are you today?
−− What is new with you today, Mr. Adams?
−− It’s a cold day outside today isn’t it? It’s nice to be indoors.

1.4

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.

1.5
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a)

Sisavath should be sure to face the guest and speak slowly so
that the guest can easily read his lips.

b)

Sisavath should ask if the guest would like someone to sign.
If the guest says “yes,” he should quickly make arrangements.
Sisavath should let the guest know that somebody is going to be
there to help. He should not leave the guest until help arrives.
If necessary, he should write a note explaining that help is
coming.
If the guest says “no,” he should make sure that pen and paper
are handy in order to help with the communication process.
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1.6

The statements about radio etiquette should be roughly in the following
order:
Before the call:
−−

Be familiar with radio system’s features.

Start of the call:
−−
−−

Smile while on radio to create positive frame of mind that will be
reflected in your voice.
Greet caller according to house policy.

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.

End of the call:
−−
1.7

Confirm request and offer closing comments.

Agup should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
new employee is trustworthy.
Lack of eye contact could mean any of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier

Agup would benefit from withholding judgement and finding out
more information through getting to know the person.
1.8

Here are some suggestions for how you can demonstrate active
listening. You will likely have thought of some of your own:
−−
−−
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I understand that this is very frustrating for you. The Electronic
Gaming Attendant will get here as soon as possible.
I’m sure you are frustrated and I’m going to stay here with you
until this is sorted out.

HOUSEKEEPING AND GROUNDS

2.1

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the guest is giggling because
she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy and
nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

Maria can demonstrate that she is actively listening by leaning
forward with arms at the side.

2.2

2.3

To practice active listening she should:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

2.4

Repeat back what she has heard.
Lean slightly forward.
Keep her hands at the side and not crossed.
Use eye contact.
Stop talking. By giving others the chance to talk, she is showing
them that she is actively trying to hear what the co-worker is
saying.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The co-worker may be communicating
something different than what she is assuming.
Be patient. Give the co-worker time to get her message across.
She should put herself in the shoes of the person talking and think
about what the co-worker is feeling.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
when she is arguing.

To demonstrate active listening, you should:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your hands in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions that you know what the guest or coworker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms over your chest.

HOUSEKEEPING AND GROUNDS
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2.5

2.6

Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye for
about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk.

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

3.1

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

False. The Housekeeping Attendant should always maintain a level of
professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

3.2
a)
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Winifred should follow up with a phone call to see if the
supervisor is satisfied with how the situation was resolved.
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3.3

He should show empathy by:
−−
−−
−−

3.4

Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you must be feeling…”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the employee kindly and professionally

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
Stay calm and patient. Don’t take the situation personally or get
defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine
how you would feel in the exact same situation. Express your
understanding to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, take notes in case follow up is required, such as time,
location and who was involved.

4.1
b)

4.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
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Sunita can make sure that she remembers all key points by taking
notes and asking questions for clarification. She should ask the
questions during the meeting because if it is not clear to her, it
also may not be clear to others in the group.

I was wondering if maybe you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .
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4.3

This is false, particularly in a meeting where everyone is actively
participating. In these cases, you might not be able to make a contribution
unless you do interrupt. The group needs to hear what you have to say. To
be polite, only interrupt when someone is just finishing off their point.

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules at meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us is as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone else
in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction. It
can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what they
say for fear they may be made fun of.

HOUSEKEEPING AND GROUNDS

Job Family Section

Maintenance
and Facilities

Maintenance
and Facilities

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Maintenance and
Facilities employees need to know. Employees working in this area must
communicate with professionalism, both face to face and on the phone.
They must communicate professionally with employees and guests, including
those with special needs. They must demonstrate active listening skills, and
both notice and use non-verbal communication. They must effectively give
and receive instructions. They must be able to deal with angry co-workers and
guests. Finally, they must be able to participate effectively in meetings. These
skills are important for people working in Maintenance and Facilities because
these roles are key in giving guests an excellent experience. Both employees
and guests interact with these staff and thus, guests are affected by the quality
of their communication with Maintenance and Facility staff.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with guests and employees
−− Respond to guest and employee requests
−− Deal with angry guests
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests and
Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
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1.1

What kind of language do Maintenance and Facilities employees in
the gaming industry use to make guests feel welcome?

1.2

What do you say if you need to answer the phone on behalf of your
organization or your department?

1.3

Pierre is a Facilities Supervisor. Mr. Pelot, a regular to the casino that
he works at, is standing close to him. What kind of small talk should
Pierre initiate?
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►Level 2
1.4

Cam, a Facilities Supervisor, is calling the Restaurant to discuss
a special project that will soon take place. In order to ensure that
communication is effective, Cam should:
−−
−−

Speak with a firm loud voice
Give the information only once in order to save time

Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not? Make your case
and compare it to the answer key.

1.5
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Xavier, a Facility Technician, has been approached by a guest who is
hearing-impaired. The guest, named John, is having problems locating
his friends.
a)

John can read lips, but Xavier does not know sign language.
What should Xavier do to ensure excellent customer service?

b)

What if John couldn’t read lips? What should Xavier do to ensure
excellent customer service?
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1.6

Telephone etiquette should be used throughout your entire telephone
conversation, but some etiquette practices are more effective at certain
parts in conversation. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice
is important at the beginning of a conversation to establish a good
rapport with the caller from the start.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.

Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:
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►Level 3
1.7

Dean, a Facilities Supervisor, is talking to a Facilities Technician
named Brian. Other employees have been complaining that Brian is
not cleaning up after himself. What should Dean say to help prevent
Brian from getting upset?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. All Oral
Communication is critical in creating a positive experience for each guest.
You can practice this skill on the job. Ask someone you trust to observe you and
provide you feedback. Everyone has room for improvement and getting feedback can
greatly help you improve in this area.
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Task 2: Respond to Guest and Employee
Requests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively

►Level 1
2.1

Glen is a Maintenance Technician. He has noted that a regular named
Emily is getting increasingly agitated. Glen walks over to Emily
and starts chatting with her. Glen is attempting to reduce the risk of
outburst. List some ways that Glen can demonstrate that he is actively
listening to Emily.

►Level 3
2.2

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.
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2.3

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give a co-worker about two-way radio communication?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Try observing the reaction of guests and co-workers to see if you are improving your
active listening skills. You can also try practicing with family and friends.

Task 3: Deal with Angry Guests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1
3.1
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Andrew is a Facilities Technician. He needs to clarify needs with
internal customers. When Andrew is listening to an internal customer
expressing frustration with a situation, how does he demonstrate
through body language that he is actively listening? Choose the best
answer:
a)

Cross his arms to show that he is serious

b)

Bob his head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side
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3.2

Miscommunications can happen when we
misinterpret each other’s non-verbal signals,
especially if we are from different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian employee named Ning is
communicating with a Canadian-born
employee named Don. Ning is explaining
a challenge she is having driving the snowplow in the parking lot. She is covering her
mouth and giggling. Why do you think that
Ning might be giggling?

This is Awkward

Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
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a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

3.3

True or False: When a Maintenance Technician is communicating
with an angry co-worker, it is important to show that he or she is
not intimidated. If the co-worker is using an angry tone of voice, the
Maintenance Technician should use an angry tone of voice.

3.4

William, a Facility Technician, worked through a difficult problem
with a contractor. Job specifications were not followed and something
must be rebuilt. The following week, William thinks of this contractor.
What should he do?
a)

Follow up with a phone call to see if the contractor is satisfied
with how the situation was resolved.

b)

Don’t call—he should not allow the contractor to re-visit the
problem and risk him getting angry again.
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►Level 2
3.5

Ramon, a Facilities Supervisor, has just met a new Facilities Technician.
He is trying to get to know the new employee and is just asking him
a few questions in order to find out more about him. The Facilities
Technician will not look at him. Ramon is wondering if this employee
is being disrespectful or has something to hide. What do you think
about Ramon’s theory?

3.6

A Maintenance Technician has just listened to a co-worker share a
frustrating problem. How can the Maintenance Technician assure the
co-worker that he empathises and understands her situation?

►Level 3
3.7

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you note non-verbal communication, and you
are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.
(Continue the question on the next page.)
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3.8
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a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch a guest?

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with angry guests?
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Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
4.1

Bob is a Facilities Supervisor and today he is attending a meeting with
other Managers and Supervisors. They are being given information
about a new staffing policy. How can he be sure that he remembers all
key points? Choose the best answer.
a)

Ask the Casino Manager to repeat himself when the meeting
is finished. He wouldn’t want to embarrass him and make him
think that he is not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the training session because if it is not clear to him, it also
may not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended when the training session is
over.

►Level 2
4.2

MAINTENANCE AND FACILITIES

You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are not
sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might start
off your sentence, and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.
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4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why?

►Level 3
4.4

You are a Facilities Supervisor and you have just started leading a
new group of technicians. What ground rules would you lay out for
meetings? Write down a list and then check the answer key for more
ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Do you want to learn how to speak up in meetings? This skill is mastered through
practice. All meetings are different. At some meetings, information is given and there
is little opportunity for participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is
time for questions, and even for discussion and brainstorming.
You can practice speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is. If
you are unsure of how you should be involved, ask someone that you trust such as a
supervisor or manager. Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a better
place.
12 of 18
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−−
−−
−−

1.2

Here are some suggestions for openers on the phone. You will
likely have thought of others, particularly those suggested by your
organization.
−−
−−

1.3

MAINTENANCE AND FACILITIES

Thanks for calling (name of organization or department). What
can I help you with today?
(Name of organization), my name is ___________, how can I
direct your call today?

Here are some suggestions. You will likely have thought of some of
your own.
−−
−−
−−

1.4

Welcome to _____________. How are you today?
Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I do
for you today?

Mr. Pelot, how are you today?
What is new with you today, Mr. Pelot?
It’s a cold day outside today isn’t it? It’s nice be indoors.

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.
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1.5
a)

Xavier should be sure to face the guest and speak slowly so that
the guest can easily read his lips.

b)

Xavier should ask if the guest would like someone to sign. If
the guest says “yes,” he should quickly make arrangements. He
should let the guest know that somebody is going to be there to
help. He should not leave the guest until help arrives. If necessary,
he should write a note explaining that help is coming.
If the guest says “no,” he should make sure that pen and paper
are handy in order to help with the communication process.

1.6

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−−

Be familiar with telephone system’s features.

Start of the call:
−−
−−
−−

Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Greet caller according to house policy.

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Document information when applicable.
Listen actively.

End of the call:
−−
1.7

Here are some suggestions. You will likely have thought of some of
your own:
−−
−−
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Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.

I would like to hear what is happening from your perspective.
Can you please tell me what is happening?
I am committed to helping you out. Do you have any suggestions
for how we can resolve this situation?
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2.1

To practice active listening, Glen should:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

2.2

Repeat back what he has heard.
Lean slightly forward.
Keep his hands at the side and not crossed.
Use eye contact.
Stop talking. By giving the guest a chance to talk, he is showing
her that he is actively trying to hear she is saying.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest may be communicating
something different than he is assuming.
Be patient. Give the guest time to get their message across.
He should put himself in the shoes of the person talking. He
should think about what the guest is feeling.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
when arguing.

To demonstrate active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your hands in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms over your chest.

2.3

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

3.1
c)

MAINTENANCE AND FACILITIES

Andrew can demonstrate active listening by leaning forward
with his arms at the side.
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3.2

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the guest is giggling because
she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy and
nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)

3.3

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

This is false. The Maintenance Technician should always maintain a
level of professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

3.4
a) William should follow up with a phone call to see if the contractor
is satisfied with how the situation was resolved.
3.5

Ramon should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
new employee is trustworthy.
Lack of eye contact could mean any of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier

Ramon would benefit from withholding judgement and finding out
more information through getting to know the person.
3.6

The Maintenance Technician should show empathy by:
−−
−−
−−
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Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you might be feeling…”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the employee kindly and professionally
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3.7

3.8

Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye
for about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk.

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
Stay calm and patient. Don’t take the situation personally or get
defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how
you would feel in the same situation. Express your understanding
to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
(Continue the answer on the next page.)
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−−
−−
−−
−−

Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, take notes in case follow up is required, such as time,
location and who was involved.

4.1
b)

4.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−

I was wondering if you maybe could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .

4.3

This is false, particularly in a meeting where everyone is actively
participating. In these cases, you might not be able to make a
contribution unless you do interrupt. The group needs to hear what
you have to say. To be polite, only interrupt when someone is just
finishing off their point.

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules at meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Bob can make sure that he remembers all key points by taking
notes and asking questions for clarification. Bob should ask the
questions during the meeting because if it is not clear to him, it
also may not be clear to others in the group.

Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us are as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone
else in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction.
It can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what
they say for fear they may be made fun of.
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Job Family Section

Retail

Retail

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Retail
employees need to know. Employees working in this area must
communicate with professionalism, both face to face and on the phone.
They must communicate professionally with employees and guests, including
those with special needs. They must demonstrate active listening skills, and
both notice and use non-verbal communication. They must effectively give and
receive instructions. They must be able to deal with angry guests. Finally, they
must be able to participate effectively in meetings. These skills are important
for people working in Retail because these roles are key in giving guests an
excellent experience. Both employees and guests interact with these staff and
thus, guests are affected by the quality of their communication with Retail
staff.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with guests and employees
−− Respond to guest and employee requests
−− Deal with angry guests
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests and
Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1

2 of 18

1.1

What kind of language do Retail employees in the gaming industry
use to make guests feel welcome?

1.2

What do you say if you need to answer the phone on behalf of your
organization or your department?

1.3

Moe is a Retail Cashier. Mr. Gunthrie, a regular to the casino, is
walking around the casino gift shop. What kind of small talk should
Moe initiate?

retail

►Level 2
1.4

George, a Retail Supervisor, is calling the scheduling department
to discuss a staffing issue. In order to ensure that communication is
effective, George should speak with a firm loud voice and only give
the information once in order to save time.
Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

1.5

1.6

Martha, a Retail Cashier, has been approached by a guest who is
hearing-impaired. The guest, named Tom, is having problems locating
his friends.
a)

Tom can read lips, but Martha does not know sign language.
What should Martha do to ensure excellent customer service?

b)

What if Tom couldn’t read lips? What should Martha do to
ensure excellent customer service?

Telephone etiquette should be used throughout your entire telephone
conversation, but some etiquette practices are more effective at certain
parts in conversation. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice
is important at the beginning of a conversation to establish a good
rapport with the caller from the start.
(Continue the question on the next page.)
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Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.
Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with the phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding the number of rings by which
the telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on the telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of in a timely manner.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:
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►Level 3
1.7

Conrad, a Retail Supervisor, is talking to a guest. The guest is saying
that he gave the retail cashier a $50.00 bill and received change for
a twenty. The guest is on the verge of becoming very agitated. What
strategies can Conrad use in this conversation to keep the guest from
getting upset?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. All Oral
Communication is critical in creating a positive experience for each guest.
You can practice this skill on the job. Ask someone you trust to observe you and
provide you feedback. Everyone has room for improvement, and getting feedback can
greatly help you improve in this area.

Task 2: Respond to Guest and Employee
Requests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication
−− Speaking with clarity

►Level 1
2.1

retail

Gail is a Retail Cashier. She is mentoring a new employee. When Gail
is listening to the new employee, how does she demonstrate through
body language that she is actively listening? Choose the best answer.
a)

Cross her arms to show that she is serious

b)

Bob her head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side
5 of 18

2.2

Miscommunications can happen when we
misinterpret each other’s non-verbal signals,
especially if we are from different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian guest named Ning is
communicating with a Canadian-born
employee named Don. Ning is explaining a
challenge she is having with finding an item
she is looking for. She is covering her mouth
and giggling. Why do you think that Ning
might be giggling?

This is Awkward

Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

►Level 2
2.3
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Gabriella is a Retail Cashier. She has noted that a regular named
Gloria is getting increasingly agitated. Gabriella starts chatting with
her. Gabriella is attempting to reduce the risk of outburst. List some
ways that Gabriella can demonstrate that she is actively listening to
Gloria.

retail

2.4

Krupa, a Retail Cashier, has just met a new Retail Cashier. He is trying
to get to know the new employee and is just asking him a few questions
in order find out more about him. The new employee will not look at
him. Krupa is wondering if this employee is being disrespectful or has
something to hide. What do you think about Krupa’s theory?

►Level 3
2.5

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.

2.6

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you note non-verbal communication, and you
are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.
(Continue the question on the next page.)
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a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch a guest?

retail

2.7

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give to co-worker about two-way radio communication?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Try observing the reaction of guests and co-workers to see if you are improving your
active listening skills. You can also try practicing with family and friends.

Task 3: Deal with Angry Guests and Coworkers
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1

retail

3.1

True or False: When a Retail Supervisor is communicating with an
angry co-worker, it is important to show that he or she is not intimidated.
If the co-worker is using an angry tone of voice, the Retail Supervisor
should use an angry tone of voice.

3.2

Dorothy, a Retail Supervisor, worked through a difficult problem
with a sales representative. The store received an incorrect order. The
following week, Dorothy thinks of the sales representative. What
should she do?
a)

Follow up with a phone call to see if the sales representative is
satisfied with how the situation was resolved.

b)

Don’t call—she should not allow the sales representative to revisit the problem and risk him getting angry again.
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►Level 2
3.3

A Retail Cashier has just listened to a co-worker share a frustrating
problem. How can the Retail Cashier assure the co-worker that he
empathizes and understands her situation?

►Level 3
3.4

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with angry guests?

Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
4.1
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Elaine is a Retail Cashier and today she is attending a pre-shift meeting
with other Retail Cashiers. They are being given information about a
new policy. How can she be sure that she remembers all key points?
Choose the best answer.
a)

Ask the Retail Supervisor to repeat himself when the meeting
is over. Don’t embarrass him and make him think that he is not
being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the training session because if it is not clear to her, it also
may not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended, when the training session is
over.
retail

►Level 2

retail

4.2

You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are not
sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might start
off your sentence, and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.

4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why?
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►Level 3
4.4

You are a Retail Supervisor and you have just started leading a new
group of Retail Cashiers. What ground rules would you lay out for
meetings? Write down a list and then check the answer key for more
ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Do you want to learn how to speak up in meetings? This skill is mastered through
practice. All meetings are different. At some meetings, information is given and there
is little opportunity for participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is
time for questions, and even time for discussion and brainstorming. You can practice
speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is.
If you are unsure of how you should be involved, ask someone that you trust such
as a manager or supervisor. Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a
better place.
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−−
−−
−−

1.2

Here are some suggestions. You will have likely thought of others,
particularly those suggested by your organization.
−−
−−

1.3

retail

Thanks for calling (name of organization or department). What
can I help you with today?
(Name of organization), my name is ___________, how can I
direct your call today?

Here are some suggestions for starting a conversation with a guest.
You will have thought of some of your own.
−−
−−
−−

1.4

Welcome to _____________. How are you today?
Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I do
for you today?

Mr. Gunthrie, how are you today?
What is new with you today, Mr. Gunthrie?
It’s a cold day outside today, isn’t it? It’s nice to be indoors.

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.
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1.5

a)

Martha should be sure to face the guest and speak slowly so that
the guest can easily read his lips.

b)

Martha should ask if the guest would like someone to sign. If
the guest says “yes,” she should quickly make arrangements.
She should let the guest know that somebody is going to be
there to help. She should not leave the guest until help arrives.
If necessary, she should write a note explaining that help is
coming.
If the guest says “no,” she should make sure that pen and paper
are handy in order to help with the communication process.

1.6

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−− Be familiar with telephone system’s features.
Start of the call:
−− Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
−− Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
−− Greet caller according to house policy.
Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request
or need:
−− Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
−− Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
−− Document information when applicable.
−− Listen actively.
End of the call:
−− Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.

1.7

Here are some suggestions. You will likely have thought of some of
your own:
−−
−−
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I understand that this is very frustrating for you. We have contacted
the Monitor and the surveillance tapes are being reviewed as we
speak.
I understand that this is frustrating for you. We are working to
resolve this situation as soon as possible. I am staying here with
you until this is sorted out.
retail

2.1
c)

2.2

Gail can demonstrate active listening by leaning forward with
her arms at the side.

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the guest is giggling because
she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy and
nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)

2.3

To demonstrate active listening, she should:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

2.4

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

Repeat back what she has heard
Lean slightly forward
Keep her hands at her side and not crossed
Use eye contact
Stop talking. By giving others the guest a chance to talk, she is
showing the guest that she is actively trying to hear what the guest
are saying.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest may be communicating
something different than she is assuming.
Be patient. Give the guest time to get the message across.
She should put herself in the shoes of the person talking. She
should think about what the guest is feeling.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
while arguing.

Krupa should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
new employee is trustworthy.
Lack of eye contact could mean any of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

retail

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier
Krupa would benefit from withholding judgement and finding
out more information through getting to know the person.
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2.5

To demonstrate active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your hands in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms over your chest.

2.6
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Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye
for about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk.
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2.7

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

3.1

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

This is false. The Retail Supervisor should always maintain a level of
professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

3.2
a)

3.3

Retail Cashier should show empathy by:
−−
−−
−−

3.4

Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you might be feeling…”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the employee kindly and professionally

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Dorothy should: follow up with a phone call to see if the sales
representative is satisfied with how the situation was resolved.

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
Stay calm and patient. Don’t take the situation personally or get
defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine
how you would feel in the exact same situation. Express your
understanding to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, take notes in case follow up is required, such as time,
location and who was involved.
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4.1
b)

4.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−

I was wondering if maybe you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .

4.3

This is false, particularly in a meeting where everyone is actively
participating. In these cases, you might not be able to make a
contribution unless you do interrupt. The group needs to hear what
you have to say. To be polite, only interrupt when someone is just
finishing off their point.

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules at meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Elaine can make sure that she remembers all key points by taking
notes and asking questions for clarification. Elaine should ask
questions during the meeting because if it is not clear to her, it
also may not be clear to others in the group.

Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us are as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone
else in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction.
It can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what
they say for fear they may be made fun of.

retail

Security

Job Family Section

Security

?

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Security
employees need to know. Employees working in this area must
communicate with professionalism, both face to face and on the phone.
They must communicate professionally with employees and guests, including
those with special needs. They must demonstrate active listening skills, and
both notice and use non-verbal communication. They must effectively give and
receive instructions. They must be able to deal with angry guests. Finally, they
must be able to participate effectively in meetings. These skills are important
for people working in Retail because these roles are key in giving guests an
excellent experience. Both employees and guests interact with these staff and
thus, guests are affected by the quality of their communication with Security
staff.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with guests and employees
−− Respond to guest requests
−− Deal with angry guests and co-workers
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.

security
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests and
Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1

2 of 18

1.1

What kind of greetings and opening statements do Security employees
in the gaming industry use to make guests feel welcome?

1.2

What do you say if you need to answer the phone on behalf of your
organization or your department?

security

►Level 2
1.3

Markus, a Security Supervisor, is calling Housekeeping to discuss
an access issue. In order to ensure that communication is effective,
Markus should speak with a very loud voice and give the information
only once in order to save time.
Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

1.4

security

Penny, a Security Officer, has been approached by a guest who is
hearing-impaired. The guest, named George, is having problems
locating his friends.
a)

George can read lips, but Penny does not know sign language.
What should Penny do to ensure excellent customer service?

b)

What if George couldn’t read lips? What should Penny do to
ensure excellent customer service?
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1.5

Telephone etiquette should be used throughout your entire telephone
conversation, but some etiquette practices are more effective at certain
parts in conversation. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice
is important at the beginning of a conversation to establish a good
rapport with the caller from the start.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.

Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:
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►Level 3
1.6

Vinh, an Investigative Security Officer, is talking to a guest named
Jonathon. Another guest, named Jeremy, has just filed a complaint
against Jonathon. Now Vinh is taking a statement from Jonathon. The
guest is on the verge of becoming very agitated. What should Vinh say
to help prevent the guest from getting upset?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. All Oral
Communication is critical in building rapport and creating a positive experience for
each guest. You can practice this skill on the job. Ask someone you trust to observe
you and provide feedback. Everyone has room for improvement and getting feedback
can greatly help you improve in this area.

Task 2: Respond to Guest Requests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication
−− Speaking with clarity

►Level 1
2.1

security

Craig is a Security Supervisor. He has noted that a regular named
Muriel is getting increasingly agitated. She is frustrated because she
has been waiting for 45 minutes for her husband to leave and he is still
playing Slots. Craig starts talking to her to reduce the risk of outburst.
List some ways that Craig can demonstrate that he is actively listening
to Muriel.
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2.2

2.3

Tabatha is a Surveillance Technician. She is mentoring a new
employee. When Tabatha is listening to the new employee, how does
she demonstrate through body language that she is actively listening?
Choose the best answer.
a)

Cross her arms to show that she is serious

b)

Bob her head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side

Miscommunications can happen when we misinterpret each other’s
non-verbal signals, especially if we are from different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian guest named Ning is
communicating with a Canadian-born
employee named Don. Ning is explaining
a challenge she is having finding the Table
Games area of the Casino. She is covering her
mouth and giggling. Why do you think that
Ning might be giggling?
Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.

This is Awkward

In Canada, when someone covers their mouth
and looks away, it can often mean:
a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

►Level 2
2.4
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Craig, a Surveillance Technician, has just met a new Surveillance
Technician. He is trying to get to know the new employee and is
just asking him a few questions in order to find out more about him.
The new employee will not look at him. Craig is wondering if this
employee is being disrespectful or has something to hide. What do you
think about Craig’s theory?

security

►Level 3
2.5

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.

2.6

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you note non-verbal communication, and you
are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.
a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

(Continue the question on the next page.)

security
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2.7

c)

Should you smile?

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch a guest?

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give to co-worker about two-way radio communication?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Try observing the reaction of guests and co-workers to see if you are improving your
active listening skills. You can also try practicing with family and friends.
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Task 3: Deal with Angry Guests and 			
Co-workers
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1
3.1

True or False: When a Security Officer is communicating with an angry
co-worker, it is important to show that he or she is not intimidated. If
the co-worker is using an angry tone of voice, the Security Officer
should use an angry tone of voice.

3.2

Greg, a Security Supervisor, intervened in a dispute between two
guests. They were fighting over what they both considered to be their
“lucky” chair. Later on in the day, Greg sees one of the guests. What
should he do?
a)

Follow up to see if the guest is satisfied with how the situation
was resolved.

b)

Don’t follow up—he should not allow the guest to re-visit the
problem and risk him getting angry again.

►Level 2
3.3

security

A Security Supervisor has just listened to a Security Officer share a
frustrating problem. What can the Security Supervisor do to show the
employee that he empathizes?
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►Level 3
3.4

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with angry guests?

Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
4.1
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Bart is a Security Officer and today he is attending a pre-shift meeting
with other Security Officers. They are being given information about
a new policy. How can he be sure that he remembers all key points?
Choose the best answer.
a)

Ask the Security Supervisor to repeat himself when the meeting
is over. He wouldn’t want to embarrass him and make him think
that he is not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the training session because if it is not clear to him, it also
may not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended, when the training session is
over.

security

►Level 2

security

4.2

You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are
not sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might
start your sentence and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.

4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why?
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►Level 3
4.4

You are a Security Supervisor and you have just started leading a new
group of Security Officers. What ground rules would you lay out for
meetings? Write down a list and then check the answer key for more
ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Learning how to speak up in meetings is a skill mastered through practice. All meetings
are different. At some meetings, information is given and there is little opportunity for
participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is time for questions, and
even time for discussion and brainstorming.
You can practice speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is.
If you are unsure of how you should be involved, ask someone that you trust such as
your supervisor or manager. Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a
better place.
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−−
−−
−−

1.2

Here are some suggestions for openers on the phone. You will
likely have thought of others, particularly those suggested by your
organization.
−−
−−
−−

1.3

Welcome to _____________. How can I help you today?
Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I help
you with today?

Thanks for calling (name of organization or department). What
can I help you with today?
(Name of organization), my name is ___________, how can I
direct your call today?
Security person’s name and location. How can I help you?

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.

1.4
a)

Penny should be sure to face the guest and speak slowly so that
the guest can easily read her lips.

b)

Penny should ask if the guest would like someone to sign. If
the guest says “yes,” she should quickly make arrangements.
She should let the guest know that somebody is going to be
there to help. She should not leave the guest until help arrives.
If necessary, she should write a note explaining that help is
coming.
If the guest says “no,” she should make sure that pen and paper
are handy in order to help with the communication process.

security
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1.5

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−−

Be familiar with telephone system’s features.

Start of the call:
−−
−−
−−

Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Greet caller according to house policy.

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request
or need:
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Document information when applicable.
Listen actively.

End of the call:
−−
1.6

Vinh could make the following statements. You will likely have
thought of some of your own:
−−
−−

2.1

I understand that this is very frustrating for you. We will do
everything we can to resolve this situation.
We want to get to the bottom of this, and that is why your statement
is so important.

Here are some suggestions for how he can demonstrate active
listening:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.

Repeat back what he has heard.
Lean slightly forward.
Keep his hands at the side and not crossed.
Use eye contact.
Stop talking. By give the guest a chance to talk, he is showing her
that he is actively trying to hear what the guest is saying.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest may be communicating
something different than he is assuming.
Be patient. Give the guest time to get their message across.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
when he is arguing.
security

2.2
c)

2.3

Tabatha can demonstrate that she is actively listening by leaning
forward with arms at the side.

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the guest is giggling because
she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy and
nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)

2.4

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

Craig should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
new employee is being disrespectful or not.
Lack of eye contact could mean any of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier

Craig would benefit from withholding judgement and finding out
more information through getting to know the person.
2.5

To demonstrate active listening, you should:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your hands in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms over your chest.

security
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2.6

2.7

Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye
for about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could communicate partiality.

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

3.1

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

This is false. The Security Officer should always maintain a level of
professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

3.2
a)
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Greg should: follow up to see if the guest is satisfied with how
the situation was resolved.
security

3.3

He should show empathy and understanding by:
−−
−−
−−

3.4

Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you must be feeling…”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the employee kindly and professionally

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
Stay calm and patient. Don’t take the situation personally or get
defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how
you would feel in a similar situation. Express your understanding
to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, take notes in case follow up is required, such as time,
location and who was involved.

4.1
b)

4.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−

security

Bart can make sure that he remembers all key points by: taking
notes and asking questions for clarification. He should ask the
questions during the meeting because if it is not clear to him, it
also may not be clear to others in the group.

I was wondering if maybe you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .
On another note, how about . . .
17 of 18

4.3

This is false, particularly in a meeting where everyone is actively
participating. In these cases, you might not be able to contribute unless
you do interrupt. The group needs to hear what you have to say. To be
polite, only interrupt when someone is just finishing off their point.

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules for meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone can share. None of us are as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone else
in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction. It
can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what they
say for fear they may be made fun of.

security
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Gaming/Bingo

Job Family Section

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Slots/
Electronic Gaming/Bingo employees need to know. Employees working
in this area must communicate with professionalism, both face to face
and on the phone. They must communicate professionally with employees
and guests, including those with special needs. They must demonstrate active
listening skills, and both notice and use non-verbal communication. They must
effectively give and receive instructions. They must be able to deal with angry
guests. Finally, they must be able to participate effectively in meetings. These
skills are important for Slots/Electronic Gaming/Bingo employees because
these people interact directly with guests and other employees.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with guests and employees
−− Respond to guest and employee requests
−− Deal with angry guests
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests and
Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
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1.1

What kind of greetings and opening statements do attendants,
supervisors and technicians use to make guests feel welcome?

1.2

What do you say if you need to answer the phone on behalf of your
organization or your department?

1.3

Patricia is a Slot Attendant. Mr. Gonzalos, a regular to the casino, is
waiting for his friend near a bank of slot machines. What kind of small
talk should Patricia initiate?

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

1.4

Lina is a Technical Support Supervisor. She needs to socialize with
staff to maintain a friendly, open atmosphere. When Lina is chatting
with an employee, how does she demonstrate through body language
that she is actively listening? Choose the best answer.
a)

Cross her arms to show that she is serious

b)

Bob her head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side

►Level 2
1.5

Guiseppe, a Slot Floor Supervisor, is calling the Monitor Room
to draw attention to an unusual transaction. In order to ensure that
communication is effective, Guiseppe should speak with a very loud
voice and give the information only once in order to save time.
Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

1.6

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

Joshua, a Technical Support Supervisor has been approached by a
guest who is hearing-impaired. The guest, named Logan, is having
problems operating a machine. Joshua is giving directions to Logan,
but he is not sure if Logan is understanding his instructions.
a)

Logan can read lips, but Joshua does not know sign language.
What should Joshua do to ensure excellent customer service?

b)

What if Logan couldn’t read lips? What should Joshua do to
ensure excellent customer service?
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1.7

Telephone etiquette should be used throughout your entire telephone
conversation, but some etiquette practices are more effective at certain
parts in conversation. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice
is important at the beginning of a conversation to establish a good
rapport with the caller from the start.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.

Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comment.
Be familiar with phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:
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►Level 3
1.8

Katarina, a Casino Gaming Technician, is talking to a guest who
believes that he was short changed on a slot machine. Katarina is
explaining to the guest that lost information on wins can some times be
restored. The guest is agitated and nervous about the situation. What
are some examples of the language that Katarina can use to lower
guest agitation?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. All Oral
Communication is critical in building rapport and creating a positive experience for
each guest. You can practice this skill on the job. Ask someone you trust to observe
you and provide feedback. Everyone has room for improvement, and getting feedback
can greatly help you improve in this area.

Task 2: Respond to Guest and Employee
Requests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Speaking with clarity
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
2.1

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

A guest is requesting information from you. He is asking if you can
explain how the big jackpot works, why it keeps going up and how
you can win it. List some ways that you can demonstrate that you are
listening attentively to his questions.
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2.2

Miscommunications can happen when we
misinterpret each other’s non-verbal signals,
especially if we are from different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian guest named Ning is
communicating with a Canadian-born
employee named Don. Ning is explaining a
challenge she is having with understanding
how the slot machines pay out. She is
covering her mouth and giggling. Why do
you think that Ning might be giggling?

This is Awkward

Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

►Level 2
2.3
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Jerry, a new Gaming Technician, is learning a new process from other
team members. One day he is talking to another team member, and
this employee will not look at him. Jerry is wondering if this employee
is being disrespectful or has something to hide. What do you think
about Jerry’s theory?

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

2.4

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give a co-worker about two-way radio communication?

►Level 3
2.5

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your chest.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.

2.6

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you note non-verbal communication, and you
are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.
a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

(Continue the question on the next page.)

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO
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b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch a guest?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Try observing the reaction of guests and co-workers to see if you are improving your
active listening skills. You can also try practicing with family and friends.
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Task 3: Deal with Angry Guests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1
3.1

True or False: When a Slot Attendant is communicating with an angry
guest, it is important to show that he or she is not intimidated. If the
guest is using an angry tone of voice, the employee should use an
angry tone of voice.

3.2

Debra, a Slot Floor Supervisor, worked through a difficult problem
with a guest. The guest had tilted his chair up to the machine to make
it look like he was reserving it, and when he came back from dinner,
another guest was sitting in his machine and didn’t want to move.
Later on in the day, Debra sees the guest. What should she do?
a)

Follow up to see if the guest is satisfied with how the situation
was resolved.

b)

Don’t approach the guest—she should not allow the guest to revisit the problem and risk him getting angry again.

►Level 2
3.3

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

A Technical Support Supervisor has just listened to an employee share
her frustrations with her job, particularly with working with another
employee. What statements can she make to show the employee that
she empathizes with her and understands her situation?
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►Level 3
3.4

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with angry guests?

Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
4.1
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Louisa is a Slot Attendant and today she is attending a pre-shift
meeting. Her supervisor is making some announcements about a new
procedure. How can she be sure that she remembers all key points?
Choose the best answer.
a)

Ask the supervisor to repeat himself when the meeting is over.
She wouldn’t want to embarrass the supervisor and make him
think that he is not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the meeting because if it is not clear to her, it also may
not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended, when the meeting is over.

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

►Level 2
4.2

You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are not
sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might start
off your sentence, and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.

4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why?

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO
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►Level 3
4.4

You are a Technical Support Supervisor and you have just started
working with a new group of employees. What ground rules would
you lay out for meetings in your department? Write down a list and
then check the answer key for more ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Learning how to speak up in meetings is a skill mastered through practice. All meetings
are different. At some meetings, information is given and there is little opportunity for
participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is time for questions, and
even time for discussion and brainstorming.
You can practice speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is.
If you are unsure of how you should be involved, ask someone that you trust such as
your supervisor or manager. Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a
better place.
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−−
−−
−−

1.2

Here are some suggestions for openers on the phone. You will
likely have thought of others, particularly those suggested by your
organization.
−−
−−

1.3

Welcome to _____________. How can I help you today?
Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I help
you with today?

Thanks for calling (name of organization). How can I help you
today?
(Name of organization), my name is ___________, how can I
direct your call today?

Here are some suggestions for starting a conversation with a guest.
You will likely have thought of some of your own.
−−
−−
−−

Mr. Gonzolas, how are you today?
What is new with you today Mr. Gonzolas?
It’s a cold day outside today, isn’t it? Nice to be indoors

1.4
c)

1.5

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

Lina can demonstrate that she is actively listening by leaning
forward with arms at the side

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.
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1.6

a)

Joshua should be sure to face the guest and speak slowly so that
the guest can easily read his lips.

b)

Joshua should ask if the guest would like someone to do sign
language. If the guest says “yes,” he should call the host, who
will find a staff member who knows American Sign Language
(ASL). Joshua should let the guest know that somebody is going
to be there to help. He should not leave the guest until help
arrives. If necessary, he should write a note explaining that help
is coming.
If the guest says “no,” he should make sure that pen and paper
are handy in order to help with the communication process.

1.7

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−−

Be familiar with telephone system’s features.

Start of the call:
−−
−−
−−

Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Greet caller according to house policy.

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request
or need:
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Document information when applicable.
Listen actively.

End of the call:
−−
1.8

Katarina could say the following statements to help prevent the guest
from becoming defensive and upset. You will likely have thought of
some of your own:
−−
−−
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Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.

Please let me assure you that we will very likely be able to recover
this missing information.
Everything will be done to ensure that the information will be
restored.
SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

2.1

To practice active listening you should:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

2.2

Repeat back what you have heard
Lean slightly forward
Keep your hands at the side and not crossed
Use eye contact
Stop talking. By giving others the chance to talk, you are showing
the guest that you are actively trying to hear what the guest is
saying.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest may be communicating
something different than he is assuming.
Be patient. Give the guest time to get his or her message across.
Put yourself in the shoes of the person talking. Think about what
the guest is feeling.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
when you are arguing.

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the guest is giggling because
she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy and
nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)

2.3

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

Jerry should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
other employee is being honest. Lack of eye contact could mean any
of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier

Jerry would benefit from withholding judgement and finding out more
information through getting to know the person.

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO
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2.4

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

2.5

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

To demonstrate active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your chest.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.

2.6
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Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye
for about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk.
SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

3.1

This is False. The Slot Attendant should always maintain a level of
professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

3.2
a)

3.3

A Technical Support Supervisor should show empathy by:
−−
−−
−−

3.4

Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you must be feeling …”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the employee kindly and professionally

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

If Debra sees the guest later in the day, she should follow up to
see if the guest is satisfied with how the situation was resolved.

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
Stay calm and patient. Don’t take the situation personally or get
defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how
you would feel in a similar situation. Express your understanding
to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, take notes in case follow up is required, such as time,
location and who was involved.
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4.1
b)

4.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−

I was wondering if maybe you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .

4.3

This is false, particularly in a meeting where everyone is actively
participating. In these cases, you might not be able to make a
contribution unless you do interrupt, and the group needs to hear what
you have to say. To be polite, only interrupt when someone is just
finishing off their point.

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules for meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Louisa can make sure that she remembers all key points by
taking notes and asking questions for clarification. She should
ask the questions during the meeting because if it is not clear to
her, it also may not be clear to others in the group.

Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us is as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone
else in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction.
It can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what
they say for fear they may be made fun of.

SLOTS/ELECTRONIC GAMING/BINGO

Job Family Section

Table Games
Table Games

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Table Games
need to know. Employees working in this area must communicate
with professionalism, both face to face and on the phone. They must
communicate professionally with employees and guests, including those with
special needs. They must demonstrate active listening skills, and both notice
and use non-verbal communication. They must effectively give and receive
instructions. They must be able to deal with angry guests. Finally, they must be
able to participate effectively in meetings. These skills are important for people
working in Table Games occupations because these roles are key roles. Many
employees and guests interact with these staff and thus, guests are affected by
the quality of their communication with gaming staff.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with guests
−− Respond to guest questions and complaints
−− Deal with angry guests
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.

Table games
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Guests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
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1.1

What kind of greetings and opening statements do people Table Game
employees in the gaming industry use to make guests feel welcome?

1.2

Mabel is a Dealer who has already checked the cards and opened the
tray. Guests are starting to make their way to the table. Mrs. Murrow,
a regular to the casino, is sitting at the poker table waiting for more
guests to arrive. What kind of small talk should Mabel initiate?

table games

1.3

Hans, a Pit Manager, has been approached by a guest, Terrance, who
is hearing-impaired. Terrance is having problems understanding the
game he is playing.
a)

Terrance can read lips and Hans does not know sign language.
Hans is explaining the rules, but he is not sure that Terrance
understands him. What should Hans do to ensure excellent
customer service?

b)

What if Terrance couldn’t read lips? What should Hans do to
ensure excellent customer service?

►Level 2
1.4

A Table Games Inspector is calling the Monitor Room to make an
inquiry about an unresolved Poker issue. A player claimed that he
should have won the round after the pot was awarded and the cards
removed. The Table Games Supervisor has been waiting for some time
for a review of surveillance tapes. When he calls the Monitor Room to
find out what’s going on he should speak with a very loud voice. He
should also give the information only once in order to save time.
Do you agree? Why or why not?

table games
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1.5

When answering the telephone, Inspectors need to use proper telephone
etiquette throughout an entire telephone conversation, but some
etiquette practices are more effective at certain parts in conversation.
For example, using a welcoming tone of voice is important to do at
the beginning conversation to establish a good rapport with the caller
from the start.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.

Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:
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►Level 3
1.6

Debra, a Table Games Supervisor, is talking to a guest who is upset
with a Dealer. Debra wants to hear the guest’s side of the story. What
are some examples of the questions that Debra can ask the guest so
that the guest will stop being defensive and upset?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. All Oral
Communication is critical in building rapport and creating a positive experience for
each guest. You can practice this skill on the job. Ask someone you trust to observe
you and provide feedback. Everyone has room for improvement, and getting feedback
can greatly help you improve in this area.

Task 2: Respond to Guest Questions and
Complaints
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1
2.1

table games

Maria is a Table Games Supervisor. She needs to handle customer
complaints when customers become upset. When Maria is listening to
a customer, how does she demonstrate through body language that she
is actively listening? Choose the best answer.
a)

Cross her arms to show that she is serious

b)

Bob her head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side
5 of 18

2.2

Miscommunications can happen when we
misinterpret each other’s non-verbal signals,
especially if we are from different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian guest named Ning is
communicating with a Canadian-born
employee named Don. Ning is explaining a
challenge she is having understanding the
rules of the game. She is covering her mouth
and giggling. Why do you think that Ning
might be giggling?

This is Awkward

Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:

2.3

a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

Garret is a Table Games Inspector. A guest named Helene is complaining
about her dealer. She says that he is being rude, because he is not
engaging in small talk with her. How should Garret intervene?

►Level 2
2.4
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Allen, a Box Person, regularly interacts with guests. One day a guest
asks him for directions to the restaurant, and this guest will not look
at him. Allen is wondering if the guest is being disrespectful or has
something to hide. What do you think about Allen’s theory?

table games

►Level 3
2.5

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.

2.6

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you note non-verbal communication, and you
are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.
a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

(Continue the question on the next page.)

table games
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2.7

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch a guest?

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give to co-worker about two-way radio communication?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Try observing the reaction of guests and co-workers to see if you are improving your
active listening skills. You can also try practicing with family and friends.
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Task 3: Deal with Angry Guests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1
3.1

True or False: When a Table Games Supervisor is communicating with
an angry guest, it is important to show that he or she is not intimidated.
If the guest is using an angry tone of voice, the employee should also
use an angry tone of voice.

3.2

Annie, a Poker Manager, worked through a difficult problem with a
guest. The guest was upset because another guest was sitting in her
“lucky chair.” Later on in the evening, Annie sees this guest. What
should she do?
a)

Follow up to see if the guest is satisfied with how the situation
was resolved.

b)

Avoid approaching the guest to make sure the guest does not
re-open the issue. She should not allow the guest to re-visit the
problem and risk her getting angry again.

►Level 2
3.3

table games

A Table Games Inspector has just listened to a guest share a frustrating
problem. What statements can she make to show that she empathizes
with the guest and understands her situation?
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►Level 3
3.4

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with angry guests?

Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
4.1
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Mekdes is a Dealer and today she is attending training facilitated by
the Table Games Inspector. The Tables Games Inspector is explaining
a new procedure. How can Mekdes be sure that she remembers all key
points? Choose the best answer.
a)

Ask the Table Games Inspector to repeat himself when the
meeting is done. She wouldn’t want to embarrass him and make
him think that he is not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the training session because if it is not clear to her, it also
may not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended, when the training session is
over.

table games

►Level 2

table games

4.2

You have a new idea that you want to share at today’s pre-shift meeting.
Your supervisor has not specifically asked for input on this topic, but
you believe your idea could really make a positive contribution to the
team. Think of how you might introduce the idea to the group.

4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why?
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►Level 3
4.4

You are a Table Games Trainer and you have just started working with
a new group of employees. What ground rules would you lay out for
training sessions? Write down a list and then check the answer key for
more ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Learning how to speak up in meetings is a skill mastered through practice. All meetings
are different. At some meetings, information is given and there is little opportunity for
participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is time for questions, and
even time for discussion and brainstorming.
You can practice speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is. If
you are unsure of how you should be involved, ask someone that you trust such as a
supervisor or manager. Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a better
place.
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−−
−−
−−

1.2

Welcome to _____________. How are you today?
Hello sir / ma’am. How are you today?
Hello Mr. ________. It’s great to see you again. What can I help
you with today?

Here are some suggestions for starting a conversation with a guest:
−−
−−
−−

Mrs. Murrow, how are you today?
What’s new with you today, Mrs. Murrow?
It’s a cold day outside today isn’t it? It’s nice to be indoors.

1.3
a)

Hans should be sure to face the guest and speak slowly so that
the guest can easily read his lips.

b)

Hans should ask if the guest would like someone to sign. If the
guest says “yes,” he should quickly make arrangements. Hans
should let the guest know that somebody is going to be there to
help. He should not leave the guest until help arrives. If necessary,
he should write a note explaining that help is coming.
If the guest says “no,” he should make sure that pen and paper
are handy in order to help with the communication process.

1.4

table games

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.
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1.5

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−−

Be familiar with telephone system’s features.

Start of the call:
−−
−−
−−

Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Greet caller according to house policy.

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request
or need:
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Document information when applicable.
Listen actively.

End of the call:
−−
1.6

Debra could ask the following questions to help prevent the guest from
becoming defensive and upset. You will likely have thought of some
of your own:
−−
−−

2.1

2.2

Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.

c)

I would like to hear what happened from your perspective. Can
you please tell me what happened?
I am committed to finding a solution to your frustrations. What
can you tell about what happened?
Maria can demonstrate that she is actively listening by leaning
forward with arms at the side.

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the guest is giggling because
she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy and
nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)
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I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.
table games

2.3

Garret should assure her that he understands her issue and her intentions.
He also needs to explain the policy and the role of the dealer. Dealers
are required to remain and appear neutral to all customers, so it can
be difficult for them to engage in activities that could be perceived as
favouring one guest over another. Garret also needs to remember to
not lecture the guest.

2.4

Allen should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
guest is being disrespectful or is hiding something.
Lack of eye contact could mean any of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier

Allen would benefit from withholding judgment and finding out more
information through getting to know the person.
2.5

The traits that demonstrate active listening are:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your hands in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms over your chest.

table games
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2.6

2.7

Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye for
about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk.

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

3.1
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Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

This is false. The Table Games Supervisor should always maintain a
level of professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

table games

3.2
a)

3.3

The Table Games Inspector should show empathy and understanding
by:
−−
−−
−−

3.4

If Annie sees the guest later in the evening, she should follow
up to see if the guest is satisfied with how the situation was
resolved.

Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you must be feeling…”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the customer kindly and professionally

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
Stay calm and patient. Don’t take the situation personally or get
defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how
you would feel in the same situation. Express your understanding
to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, take notes in case follow up is required, such as time,
location and who was involved.

4.1
b) Mekdes can make sure that she remembers all key points by taking
notes and asking questions for clarification. She should ask the
questions during the training session because if it is not clear to
her, it also may not be clear to others in the group.

table games
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4.2

Here are some suggestions on how you can start off making suggestions
in meetings, although you will likely have thought of your own:
−−
−−
−−

4.3

This is false. It is appropriate to interrupt, particularly in a meeting
where everyone is actively participating. In these cases, you might
not be able to make a contribution unless you do interrupt. The group
needs to hear what you have to say. To be polite, only interrupt when
someone is just finishing off his or her point.

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules for meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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I was wondering if maybe you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .

Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us is as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone
else in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction.
It can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what
they say for fear they may be made fun of.

table games
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Uniforms

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Uniforms
employees need to know. Employees working in this area must
communicate with professionalism, both face to face and on the phone.
They must communicate professionally with employees and guests, including
those with special needs. They must demonstrate active listening skills, and
both notice and use non-verbal communication. They must effectively give
and receive instructions. They must be able to deal with angry co-workers and
guests. Finally, they must be able to participate effectively in meetings. These
skills are important for people working in Uniforms related jobs because these
roles are key in giving guests an excellent experience. Co-workers are also
affected by the quality of their communication with Uniforms staff.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with employees
−− Respond to guest requests
−− Deal with angry guests and co-workers
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.

uniforms
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1

2 of 17

1.1

What kind of language do Uniforms employees in the gaming industry
use to make internal clients feel welcome?

1.2

What do you say if you need to answer the phone on behalf of your
organization or your department?

1.3

Angela is a Uniforms Technician. She is mentoring a new employee.
When Angela is listening to the new employee, how does she
demonstrate through body language that she is actively listening?
Choose the best answer:
a)

Cross her arms to show that she is serious

b)

Bob her head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side
uniforms

►Level 2
1.4

Gord, a Uniforms Supervisor, is calling the Security department to
discuss an access issue. In order to ensure that communication is
effective, Gord should speak with a very loud voice and give the
information only once in order to save time.
Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

1.5

uniforms

Maribelle, a Uniforms Technician, has been approached by an
employee who is hearing-impaired. The employee, named Clinton,
has a concern regarding the fit of his uniform. Maribelle is not sure if
Clinton is understanding the conversation.
a)

Clinton can read lips, but Maribelle does not know sign
language. What should Maribelle do to ensure excellent customer
service?

b)

What if Clinton couldn’t read lips? What should Maribelle do to
ensure excellent customer service?
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1.6

Telephone etiquette should be used throughout your entire telephone
conversation, but some etiquette practices are more effective at certain
parts in conversation. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice
is important at the beginning of a conversation to establish a good
rapport with the caller from the start.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.

Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with the phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding the number of rings by which
the telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on the telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of in a timely manner.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:
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►Level 3
1.7

Zack, a Uniforms Supervisor, is talking to an employee in Banking.
The employee is not happy with the new uniforms. The employee is
on the verge of becoming very agitated. What should Zack say to help
prevent the employee from getting upset?

Task 2: Respond to Guest and Employee
Requests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication
−− Speaking with clarity

►Level 1
2.1

Miscommunications can happen when we misinterpret each other’s
non-verbal signals, especially if we are from
different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian employee named Ning is
communicating with a Canadian-born
employee named Don. Ning is explaining
a challenge she is having finding a uniform
on the rack. She is covering her mouth and
giggling. Why do you think that Ning might
be giggling?

This is Awkward

Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.
(Continue the question on the next page.)

uniforms
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In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

►Level 2
2.2

Gunter, a Uniforms Technician, has just met a new Uniforms
Technician. He is trying to get to know the new employee and is
just asking him a few questions in order to find out more about him.
The new employee will not look at him. Gunter is wondering if this
employee is being disrespectful or has something to hide. What do you
think about Gunter’s theory?

2.3

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.
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►Level 3
2.4

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you note non-verbal communication, and you
are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.

uniforms

a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch a guest?
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2.5

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give to co-worker about two-way radio communication?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Now consciously practice active listening on the job. Observe the reaction of guests
and co-workers to see if you are improving in this skill. You can also practice with
family and friends.

Task 3: Deal with Angry Guests and 			
Co-Workers
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1
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3.1

Morris is a Uniforms Supervisor. He has noted that a regular named
Myrna is getting increasingly agitated. Morris starts talking to her
to reduce the risk of an outburst. List two ways that Morris can
demonstrate that he is actively listening to Myrna.

3.2

True or False: When a Uniforms Supervisor is communicating with
an angry co-worker, it is important to show that he or she is not
intimidated. If the co-worker is using an angry tone of voice, the
Uniforms Supervisor should use an angry tone of voice.
uniforms

3.3

Greg, a Uniforms Supervisor, intervened in a dispute between two
technicians. Another department has asked the technicians to complete
a special project, and the technicians are arguing over how to proceed.
Later in the day, he sees the two employees. What should he do?
a)

Follow up to see if the two individuals are satisfied with how the
situation was resolved.

b)

Don’t follow up. He should not allow the individuals to re-visit
the problem and risk them getting angry again.

►Level 2
3.4

A Uniforms Technician has just listened to a co-worker share a
frustrating problem. How can the Uniforms Technician assure the coworker that he empathizes and understands her situation?

►Level 3
3.5

uniforms

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you tell
this employee when it comes to dealing with angry guests?
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Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
4.1

Terrance is a Uniforms Technician and today he is attending a preshift meeting with other Uniforms Technicians. They are being given
information about a new policy. How can he be sure that he remembers
all key points? Choose the best answer:
a)

Ask the Uniforms Supervisor to repeat himself when the meeting
is done. He wouldn’t want to embarrass him and make him think
that he is not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the training session because if it is not clear to him, it also
may not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended when the training session is
over.

►Level 2
4.2
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You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are not
sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might start
off your sentence and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.

uniforms

4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why?

►Level 3
4.4

You are a Uniforms Supervisor and you have just started leading a
new group of Uniforms Technicians. What ground rules would you lay
out for meetings? Write down a list and then check the answer key for
more ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Do you want to learn how to speak up in meetings? This skill is mastered through
practice. All meetings are different. At some meetings, information is given and there
is little opportunity for participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is
time for questions, and even time for discussion and brainstorming. You can practice
speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is.
If you are unsure of how you should be involved, ask someone that you trust such
as a supervisor or manager. Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a
better place.

uniforms
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−−
−−
−−

1.2

Here are some suggestions. You will likely have thought of others,
particularly those suggested by your organization.
−−
−−

1.3

1.4

How are you?
Hello ____________. How are you today?
Hello ________. It’s great to see you again.

c)

Thanks for calling (name of organization or department). What
can I help you with today?
(Name of organization), my name is ___________, how can I
direct your call today?
Angela can demonstrate that she is actively listening by leaning
forward with arms at the side.

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.

1.5
a)

Maribelle should be sure to face the employee and speak slowly
so that the employee can easily read her lips.

b)

Maribelle should ask if the employee would like someone to
sign. If the employee says “yes,” she should call the host, who
will find a staff member who knows American Sign Language
(ASL). Maribelle should let the employee know that somebody
is going to be there to help.
If the employee says “no,” she should make sure that pen
and paper are handy in order to help with the communication
process.
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1.6

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−−

Be familiar with telephone system’s features.

Start of the call:
−−
−−
−−

Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Greet caller according to house policy.

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request
or need:
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Document information when applicable.
Listen actively.

End of the call:
−−
1.7

Zack could say the following statements, in order to prevent the
employee from getting upset.
−−
−−

2.1

Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.

I understand that this is very frustrating for you. We will do
everything we can to resolve this situation.
You must feel quite frustrated. We will do everything that we
can.

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the other employee is giggling
because she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy
and nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)

uniforms

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.
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2.2

Gunter should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
new employee is s being disrespectful or not trustworthy.
Lack of eye contact could mean any of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier

Gunter would benefit from withholding judgement and finding out
more information through getting to know the person.
2.3

To demonstrate active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your hands in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms over your chest.

2.4

Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye
for about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.

(Continued on the next page)
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2.5

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk.

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

3.1

To practice active listening, he should:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

3.2

uniforms

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

Repeat back what he has heard.
Lean slightly forward.
Keep his hands at the side and not crossed.
Use eye contact.
Stop talking. By giving her the chance to talk, he is showing her
that he is actively trying to hear what the guest is saying.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest may be communicating
something different than he is assuming.
Be patient. Give the guest time to get their message across.
Phil should put himself in the shoes of the person talking. He
should think about what the guest is feeling.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
when he is arguing.

This is false. The Uniforms Supervisor should always maintain a level
of professionalism and not raise his or her voice.
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3.3
a) Greg should follow up to see if the two individuals are satisfied
with how the situation was resolved.
3.4

A Uniforms Technician should show empathy by:
−−
−−
−−

3.5

Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you must be feeling…”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the customer kindly and professionally

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
Stay calm and patient. Don’t take the situation personally or get
defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how
you would feel in a similar situation. Express your understanding
to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, take notes in case follow up is required, such as time,
location and who was involved.

4.1
b)
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Terrance can make sure that he remembers all key points by
taking notes and asking questions for clarification. He should
ask the questions during the meeting because if it is not clear to
him, it also may not be clear to others in the group.
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4.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−

4.3

This is false, particularly in a meeting where everyone is actively
participating. In these cases, you might not be able to make a
contribution unless you do interrupt. The group needs to hear what
you have to say. Interrupt when someone is just finishing off their
point.

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules in meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

uniforms

I was wondering if maybe you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, but and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .

Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us are as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone
else in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction.
It can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what
they say for fear they may be made fun of.
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Warehouse

Introduction

T

his section deals with the Oral Communication skills that Warehouse
employees need to know. Employees working in this area must
communicate with professionalism, both face to face and on the phone.
They must communicate professionally with employees and delivery personnel,
including those with special needs. They must demonstrate active listening
skills, and both notice and use non-verbal communication. They must be able
to deal with angry co-workers and delivery personnel. Finally, they must be
able to participate effectively in meetings. These skills are important for people
working in Warehouse related jobs because these roles are key in giving guests
an excellent experience.

In this section, you will practice how to:
−− Build rapport with employees
−− Respond to guest requests
−− Deal with angry co-workers
−− Communicate in meetings
Now it’s your turn. Try these activities to practice the speaking and listening
tasks you need to perform in your job. To get the most out of these activities,
take the time to write down your answers. See Check My Answers at the end of
the section for the correct answers.
If you have trouble with any of these activities, review the Foundation
Section: Oral Communication.

Warehouse
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Task 1: Build Rapport with Employees
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication

►Level 1

2 of 18

1.1

What kind of language do Warehouse employees in the gaming
industry use to make internal clients feel welcome?

1.2

What do you say if you need to answer the phone on behalf of your
organization or your department?

1.3

Vince is a Warehouse Clerk. He is mentoring a new employee. When
Vince is listening to the new employee, how does he demonstrate
through body language that he is actively listening? Choose the best
answer:
a)

Cross his arms to show that he is serious

b)

Bob his head from side to side

c)

Lean forward with arms at the side

Warehouse

►Level 2
1.4

Phoung, a Warehouse Clerk, is calling to get a clarification on a vague
requisition. In order to ensure that communication is effective, Phoung
should speak in a firm loud voice and give the information only once
in order to save time.
Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

1.5

warehouse

Almaz, a Warehouse Supervisor, has been approached by a delivery
driver who is hearing-impaired. The driver, named Ricardo, is having
problems locating the next stop on his route.
a)

Ricardo can read lips, but Almaz does not know sign language.
What should Almaz do to ensure excellent customer service?

b)

What if Ricardo couldn’t read lips? What should Almaz do to
ensure excellent customer service?
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1.6

Telephone etiquette should be used throughout your entire telephone
conversation, but some etiquette practices are more effective at certain
parts in conversation. For example, using a welcoming tone of voice
is important at the beginning of a conversation to establish a good
rapport with the caller from the start.
Group the following actions according to the parts of a call where they
best help you demonstrate great customer service. Consider which
actions fit in more than one group.

Actions
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.
Be familiar with the phone system’s features.
Adhere to house policy regarding the number of rings by which
the telephone should be answered.
Document information when applicable.
Smile while on the telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of in a timely manner.
Listen actively.
Greet caller according to house policy.

At what point during the call is each action best used?
Before the call:

Start of the call:

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request or
need:

End of the call:
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1.7

Corey, a Warehouse Clerk, has just met a new Warehouse Clerk. He
is trying to get to know the new employee and is just asking him a
few questions in order to find out more about him. The new employee
will not look at him. Corey is wondering if this employee is being
disrespectful or has something to hide. What do you think about
Corey’s theory?

►Level 3
1.8

warehouse

Frank, a Warehouse Supervisor, is talking to an employee who reports
to him. He is advising the employee of the appropriate behaviour in a
particular situation. The employee is on the verge of becoming very
agitated. What should Frank say to help prevent the employee from
getting upset?
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Task 2: Respond to Guest Requests
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Using non-verbal communication
−− Speaking with clarity

►Level 1
2.1

Miscommunications can happen when we
misinterpret each other’s non-verbal signals,
especially if we are from different cultures.
Look at the picture “This is Awkward.”
An Asian employee named Ning is
communicating with a Canadian-born
employee named Don. Ning is explaining a
challenge she is having moving one of the
boxes she needs down from the shelving unit.
She is covering her mouth and giggling. Why
do you think that Ning might be giggling?

This is Awkward

Look at the picture “This is Awkward” again.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
a)

I’m uncomfortable with you.

b)

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

c)

I’m saying “yes” but I really mean “no.”

d)

I’m saying something that isn’t true.

►Level 2
2.2
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Phil is a Warehouse Supervisor. As he is passing through one of
the gaming areas, he notices that a regular named Sandy is getting
increasingly agitated. Phil starts talking to her. to reduce the risk of
outburst. List some ways that Phil can demonstrate that he is actively
listening to Sandy.

Warehouse

►Level 3
2.3

You may already be practicing active listening on the job. Check off
the traits that apply to active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
 Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
 Keep your arms in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
 Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
 Practice patience.
 Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
 Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms against your chest.

2.4

You can learn more about non-verbal communication by observing
those around you. If you are from a different culture, non-verbal
communication may be different. For example, in Bulgaria, nodding
your head up and down means “no” and shaking your head from side
to side means, “yes.” If you note non-verbal communication, and you
are not sure of its meaning, ask someone.
Take a moment to write down all the ways that you can communicate
non-verbally with guests and co-workers in a manner that is considered
open and welcoming in Canada. Consider casino regulations as well.
a)

What type of eye contact should you use?

b)

How close should you stand to the other person?

c)

Should you smile?

(Continue the question on the next page.)

warehouse
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2.5

d)

How should you stand? How should you position your arms?

e)

What tone of voice should you use?

f)

How much and how should you touch the guest?

When communicating by two-way radio, it is important to communicate
effectively and in a manner that is respectful. What advice would you
give to co-worker about two-way radio communication?

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Guest confidence and comfort is paramount in the gaming industry. Guests should
leave the facility with good memories and enjoyable interactions with all staff. All Oral
Communication is critical in creating a positive experience for each guest.
You can practice this skill on the job. Ask someone you trust to observe you and
provide you feedback. Everyone has room for improvement and getting feedback can
greatly help you improve in this area.
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Task 3: Deal with Angry Co-Workers
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Communicating with professionalism
−− Listening effectively
−− Responding effectively in difficult situations

►Level 1
3.1

True or False: When a Warehouse Supervisor is communicating
with an angry co-worker, it is important to show that he or she is
not intimidated. If the co-worker is using an angry tone of voice, the
Warehouse Supervisor should use an angry tone of voice.

3.2

Abe, a Warehouse Supervisor, intervened in a dispute. Two clerks were
having a heated discussion about an item that they were attempting to
track. Later on in the day, he sees the two employees. What should he
do?
a)

Follow up to see if the employees are satisfied with how the
situation was resolved.

b)

Don’t follow up. He should not allow the employees to re-visit
the problem and risk them getting angry again.

►Level 2
3.3

warehouse

A Warehouse Clerk has just listened to a co-worker share a frustrating
problem. How can the Warehouse Clerk assure the co-worker that he
empathizes and understands her situation?
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►Level 3
3.4

You have been asked to mentor a new employee. What would you
tell this employee when it comes to dealing with angry internal
customers?

Task 4: Communicate in Meetings
Performing this task involves the following types of Oral Communication:
−− Contributing to meetings

►Level 1
4.1
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Bill is a Warehouse Clerk and today he is attending a pre-shift meeting
with other Warehouse Clerks. They are being given information about
a new policy. How can he be sure that he remembers all key points?
Choose the best answer:
a)

Ask the Warehouse Supervisor to repeat himself when the
meeting is over. He wouldn’t want to embarrass him and make
him think that he is not being clear.

b)

Take notes and ask questions for clarification. Ask the questions
during the training session because if it is not clear to him, it also
may not be clear to others in the group.

c)

Ask other people who attended when the training session is
over.
Warehouse

►Level 2

warehouse

4.2

You have a new idea that you want to share at a meeting. You are not
sure if the idea will be well received. Think of how you might start
off your sentence and compare your answer with suggestions in the
answer key.

4.3

True or False: It is never appropriate to interrupt during a meeting.
Why?
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►Level 3
4.4

You are a Warehouse Supervisor and you have just started leading a
new group of Warehouse Clerks. What ground rules would you lay
out for meetings? Write down a list and then check the answer key for
more ideas.

SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
Do you want to learn how to speak up in meetings? This skill is mastered through
practice. All meetings are different. At some meetings, information is given and there
is little opportunity for participants like you to speak up. At other meetings, there is
time for questions, and even time for discussion and brainstorming.
You can practice speaking up at meetings, depending on what type of meeting it is. If
you are unsure of how you should be involved, ask someone that you trust such as a
supervisor or manager. Your participation in meetings makes your workplace a better
place.
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C

ompare your answers with the answers below. If you have gotten less
than half of the answers correct, review the material in the related
Foundations sections and try the activities again.

1.1

Greetings and openers include:
−−
−−
−−

1.2

Here are some suggestions for openers on the phone. You will
have likely thought of others, particularly those suggested by your
organization.
−−
−−

1.3

1.4

How are you?
Hello ____________. How are you today?
Hello ________. It’s great to see you again.

c)

Thanks for calling (name of organization or department). What
can I help you with today?
(Name of organization), my name is _________, how can I direct
your call today?
Vince can demonstrate active listening by leaning forward with
his arms at the side.

Speaking in a loud voice does not necessarily help with comprehension.
The message that matters most is the one that is received, so repeat the
message as many times as is needed.

1.5
a)

Almaz should be sure to face the driver and speak slowly so that
the driver can easily read her lips.

b)

Almaz should ask if the driver would like someone to sign. If
the driver says “yes,” she should quickly make arrangements.
She should let the guest know that somebody is going to be
there to help. She should not leave the guest until help arrives.
If necessary, she should write a note explaining that help is
coming.
If the driver says “no,” she should make sure that pen and paper
are handy in order to help with the communication process.

warehouse
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1.6

The statements about telephone etiquette should be roughly in the
following order:
Before the call:
−−

Be familiar with telephone system’s features.

Start of the call:
−−
−−
−−

Adhere to house policy regarding number of rings by which
telephone should be answered.
Smile while on telephone to create positive frame of mind that
will be reflected in your voice.
Greet caller according to house policy.

Middle of the call when you are addressing the caller’s request
or need:
−−
−−
−−
−−

Take responsibility for caller’s needs.
Ensure callers on hold are taken care of.
Document information when applicable.
Listen actively.

End of the call:
−−
1.7

Thank caller by name, if possible, and offer closing comments.

Corey should not jump to any conclusions about whether or not the
new employee is being disrespectful.
Lack of eye contact could mean any of the following:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

A sign of respect
An indication that the person is lying
An indication that the person is hiding information
Nervousness
A language barrier

Corey would benefit from withholding judgement and finding out
more information through getting to know the person.
1.8

Frank could say the following statements to help prevent the guest
from becoming defensive and upset. You will likely have thought of
some of your own:
−−
−−
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I understand that this is very frustrating for you.
You must feel quite frustrated. Let’s work together so that this
won’t happen again.

Warehouse

2.1

People giggle for different reasons. In Canadian culture, people usually
giggle if they are happy and enjoying themselves. In some cultures,
women giggle when they are nervous or uncomfortable.
This employee should not assume that the guest is giggling because
she is happy. She may be happy, but she may also be unhappy and
nervous.
In Canada, when someone covers their mouth and looks away, it can
often mean:
b)

2.2

To practice active listening he should:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

2.3

I’m thinking about something or trying to remember
something.

Repeat back what he has heard.
Lean slightly forward.
Keep his hands at the side and not crossed.
Use eye contact.
Stop talking. By giving her the chance to talk, he is showing her
that he is actively trying to hear what the guest is saying.
Don’t jump to conclusions. The guest may be communicating
something different than he is assuming.
Be patient. Give the guest time to get their message across.
Phil should put himself in the shoes of the person talking. He
should think about what the guest is feeling.
Avoid arguing. It is virtually impossible to practice active listening
when he is arguing.

To demonstrate active listening:
 Use intense and direct eye contact—don’t look away.
;; Make direct eye contact, but glance away every few seconds.
;; Keep your hands in a non-threatening position, such as clasped in
front of your stomach.
;; Lean slightly forward.
 Make a lot of comments whenever you can.
;; Practice patience.
;; Don’t jump to conclusions thinking that you know what the guest
or co-worker is going to say.
;; Avoid arguing.
 Cross your arms over your chest.

warehouse
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2.4

2.5

Non-verbal communication that is considered open and welcoming in
the Canadian context usually looks like this:
a)

Eye contact is generally seen as respectful. If you make eye
contact, people will likely perceive you to be trustworthy.
Generally, it is appropriate to look the other person in the eye
for about 3 seconds, look away and then look back again.

b)

Standing at a distance of about one arm’s length between
you and the guest or co-worker will likely be appropriate in
communicating respect and warmth.

c)

A smile generally communicates that the person that you are
talking to is welcome.

d)

Leaning forward with your arms at your side is generally an
indication that you are listening and attentive to guests and coworkers.

e)

Tone of voice can indicate warmth, confidence, delight,
frustration, anger and a host of other emotions. Ensure that your
tone of voice is professional.

f)

Touch also can communicate warmth, happiness, frustration and
many other messages. Other than a handshake, touch is generally
not an appropriate way to communicate in Canadian workplaces.
However, in many gaming occupations, a handshake is also not
appropriate, because it could be a security risk.

Each casino organization will have policies concerning two-way radio
communication. Consider the following:
−−
−−
−−

3.1

Using codes that guests do not understand is an effective method
for being discreet.
Communication should be short and efficient.
Communication should not be so short that respectful
communication is lost.

This is false. The Warehouse Supervisor should always maintain a
level of professionalism and not raise his or her voice.

3.2
a)
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Abe should follow up to see if the employees are satisfied with
how the situation was resolved.

Warehouse

3.3

A Warehouse Clerk should show empathy by:
−−
−−
−−

3.4

Repeating back the problem and also make statements such as, “I
understand that you must be feeling…”
Showing empathy and listening carefully
Treating the customer kindly and professionally

If you are mentoring a new employee, you can make the following
suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

Acknowledge anger. Customers who recognize that their feelings
are acknowledged are more likely to de-escalate the situation.
Stay calm and patient. Don’t take the situation personally or get
defensive.
Show empathy. Imagine how the guest is feeling, and imagine how
you would feel in a similar situation. Express your understanding
to the guest.
Be open-minded and listen. Try not to assume you understand the
situation fully before listening carefully.
Clarify the issue. Paraphrase the issue back to the guest to ensure
that you understand.
Present a resolution that is within your decision-making authority.
If possible, find a solution both you and the guest will feel good
about.
Call in back-up if it looks like the situation will take some time to
resolve or is beyond your decision-making authority.
Follow up. If at all possible, follow up with the guest to see if they
feel that the problem has been solved.
If the situation escalates, call the Shift Manager.
Afterward, take notes in case follow up is required, such as time,
location and who was involved.

4.1
b)

4.2

Here are some suggestions:
−−
−−
−−
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Bill can make sure that he remembers all key points by taking
notes and asking questions for clarification. He should ask
questions during the meeting because if it is not clear to him, it
also may not be clear to others in the group.

I was wondering if maybe you could consider . . .
I’m just brainstorming right now, and I think that maybe . . .
Perhaps we could try . . .
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4.3

This is false, particularly in a meeting where everyone is actively
participating. In these cases, you might not be able to make a
contribution unless you do interrupt. The group needs to hear what
you have to say. To be polite, only interrupt when someone is just
finishing off their point.

4.4

Here are some suggestions for ground rules for meetings:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Ask your group to brainstorm meeting ground rules.
All ideas are valid and should be respected by the group.
Everyone should share. None of us is as smart as all of us.
Ask questions. If you have a question, it is likely that someone
else in the group has the same question.
Don’t dominate. If you are a talker, make sure that you give others
a chance to participate.
Be careful when and how you use humour. It can be a distraction.
It can also leave people feeling they have to be cautious of what
they say for fear they may be made fun of.
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